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ABSTRACT
Modern communications systems are following a common trend to increase the
operational frequency, level of integration and number of frequency bands. Although 9095% components in a cell phone are passives which take 80% of the total board area.
High performance RF passive components play limited role and are desired towards this
technological advancement. Slow wave structure is one of the most promising candidates
to design compact RF and mm-Wave passive components. Slow wave structures are the
specially designed transmission line realized by placing the alternate narrow and wide
signal conductors in order to reduce the physical size of the components. This dissertation
reports multiband slow wave structures integrated with ferromagnetic and ferroelectric
thin films and their RF applications.
A comparative study on different types of coplanar wave-guide (CPW) slow wave
structures (SWS) has been demonstrated for the first time. Slow wave structures with
various shapes have been investigated and optimized with various signal conductor
shapes, ground conductor shapes and pitch of the sections. Novel techniques i.e. the use
of the defected ground structure and the different signal conductor length has been
implemented to achieve higher slow wave effect with minimum loss. The measured
results have shown the reduction of size over 43.47% and 37.54% in the expense of only
0.27dB and 0.102dB insertion loss respectively which can reduce the area of a designed
branch line coupler by 68% and 61% accordingly.
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Permalloy (Py) is patterned on top of the developed SWS for the first time to
further increase the slow wave effect and provide tunable inductance value. High
frequency applications of Py are limited by its ferro-magnetic resonance frequency since
the inductance value decreases beyond that. Sub-micrometer patterning of Py has
increased FMR frequency until 6.3GHz and 3.2GHz by introducing the shape anisotropy.
For the SWS with patterned Py, the size of the quarter wavelength has been reduced from
14.86mm to 4.7mm at 2GHz. DC current which is the most convenient and available
tuning parameter in a practical circuit board has been used, the developed SWS can
function as quarter wave transmission line from 2GHz to 1.80GHz (i.e. 10%).
Lead Zirconium Titanate (PZT) is grown and patterned on top of the section with
standard sol-gel method to increase capacitance value. The inter digit capacitor type
structure along with PZT thin film has been adopted and results showed capacitance
value increment by 36%. An electric field between signal and ground has been applied to
change the polarization of the thin film which resulted in a tuning of center frequency by
15% (1.75GHz to 2GHz). In addition, a novel approach has been implemented by
integrating both the ferromagnetic and the ferroelectric thin films simultaneously to
achieve higher slow wave effect, wider tuning range and smaller variation in
Characteristics Impedance. The size of the final structure for a quarter wavelengths has
been reduced from 14.86mm to 3.98mm while the center frequency has been tuned from
2GHz to 1.5GHz (i.e. 25%).
Tunable RF applications of the ferro-magnetic thin films are also demonstrated as
a DC current band pass filter, tunable noise suppressor and meander line inductor. A well
designed frequency tunable band pass filter (BPF) is implemented at 4GHz with
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patterned Permalloy. The pass band frequency of a band pass filter has been tuned from
4GHz to 4.02GHz by applying a DC current. The suppression frequency of the developed
noise suppressor is tuned from 4.8GHz to 6GHz and 4GHz to 6GHz by changing the
aspect ratio of the Py bars and the gap in between them. Moreover, a novel way of tuning
the stop band frequency of the noise suppressor by using an external direct current
changed the suppression frequency from 6GHz to 4.3GHz. A pass band loss of 1.5%, less
than 2⁰ transmitted signal phase distortion, and 3 dB extra return loss of the designed
noise suppressor showed the promise the noise suppressors. The increase in the number
of turns of a meander line inductor has increased the inductance density from 2565nH/m
to 3396nH/m while application of the patterned Py has increased the inductance density
from 2565nH/m to 3060nH/m. The tuning of the meander line inductor has been
performed by applying DC current until the FMR frequency 4.51GHz.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The hand-held wireless devices emerge as the most promising next generation
electronics. Modern wireless communication technology is following a common trend to
increase the operational frequency, degree of integration and multi-functionality. Rapid
growth in mobile computing is inspiring for even higher speed data services [1]. High
frequency operation has the advantages of high data transfer speed, reduced size and
more number of allowable channels for a particular frequency band. The gain and
directivity of the transmission antenna of the same size are higher at higher frequency.

Figure 1.1: High frequency applications of modern communication technology. [123128]
1

Most recently wireless communications at high frequency have been developed to enable
multi-Gbps wireless communication. Figure 1.1 summarizes applications of 60GHz
wireless local area network, 77GHz adaptive cruise control radar, E-band (71-88 81-86,
92-95GHz) point-to-point local area communication link, 94GHz radar imaging, 2.4GHz
wireless sensors in automobile, space and military applications.
In a practical wireless system circuit board, a large portion of space is taken by
the passive components like high-Q inductors, capacitors, varactors, ceramic filters,
matching networks, LC tank circuits (in VCOs), attenuators, power dividers, switches,
de-couplers, reference resonators etc. For example, 90–95% of the components in a cell
phone are passives which take up to 80% of the total transceiver board area, and costs for
70% of the total amount [1]. Figure 1.2 shows a 2.4GHz transceiver board where large
amount of passive components like matching stubs, resistors, capacitors, bends, couplers,
power dividers have been identified.

Resistor
Capacitor

Matching
Stub

Bend
Coupler

Power
Divider

Figure 1.2: 2.4GHz transceiver board showing some of the passive components. [129]

2

Figure 1.3: Branchline Coupler with four arms where each of them is creating 90⁰
phase shift. [7]
Reducing size of the passive components is a key factor in decreasing the cost and
size of modern and future wireless devices. The reduction of the space taken up by the
passives had been achieved using very small discrete passive components, integrating
passive components (either on-chip or off-chip) [2, 3, 4] or implementing novel
transceiver architectures in which fewer passives are needed [5, 6]. In this dissertation
several novel transmission line solutions to decrease the size of the passive components
have been investigated. Small passive components can be designed and implemented
with the demonstrated solutions to further decrease the required size of the board area.

Figure 1.4: Dual band pass filter using defected ground structure and band pass filter
using resonator. [131]

3

3λ/4

λ/4

Figure 1.5: Microstrip Line negative group delay filter and rat race coupler. [18, 20]
Transmission line is a key element in designing RF passive components. Passive
components largely consist of either one or multiple sections of transmission lines whose
length are directly dependent on wavelength. Branch Line Coupler as one of the
important passive components [7-12] is a four-port network device with a 90° phase
difference between two coupled ports. This device has been widely used in a single
antenna Transmitter/Receiver system or signal splitter/combiner. Figure 1.3 shows an
image of a Branchline Coupler where each arm constitutes of a transmission line creating
a 90⁰ delay i.e. the size of each section is dependent on wavelength or electrical length.
Band pass filters have been largely reported using microstrip resonators with open stub
inverter [13], using defected ground structure with wide stop band performance [14] and
using pseudo-inter digital stepped impedance resonators for WLANs [15]. Filters have
demonstrated the idea of using stepped-impedance resonators with new coupling schemes
[16], stub-loaded resonators [17] and microstrip negative group delay [18] also. These
filters all have one or multiple transmission line sections whose physical sizes depend on
the electrical length or the wave length. Rat race coupler is another type of coupler which

4

Figure 1.6: Smart mobile phone block diagram based on discrete multiband power
amplifier. [38]
is used to sum two in-phase combined signals with essentially no loss or to equally split
an input signal with no resultant phase difference between its outputs. Different types of
rat race couplers [19-24] primarily consist of four sections: length of the three sections is
λ/4 and the other section is 3λ/4.
Slow wave structure is a specially designed transmission line intended for
increasing the inductance and capacitance per unit length thereby decreasing the
wavelength which ends up in smaller physical size compared to regular transmission line.
A well designed slow wave structure reduces the size of the component while keep the
insertion loss as low as possible. Various types of slow wave structures with CMOS
fabrication technology [25], discontinuous microstrip lines, multi-layer ground [7] and 3D steps [26] have been reported so far but they contributed higher insertion loss due to
the increased mismatch. To improve the loss, cross-tie periodic structure [27] and
homogenously doped semiconductor structure [28] have been demonstrated which
generate fabrication issue. Filter applications has used coplanar waveguide SWS with
arms [29] and microstrip lines utilized the alternate of a wide and a narrow line in turn to
realize SWS [30]. SWSs using inductive and capacitive loaded line [31] as well as
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Figure 1.7: Multiband Coupler using 30-180MHz, 330-520MHz and 746MHz-1.3GHz
and GPS Antenna using GSM 850, 900, 1800, 1900, 3G, Wi-Fi/WiMAX. [39, 40]
positively and negatively tapered sections [32] have also shown promising results.
However, current SWS has limited slow wave effect and fixed operation frequency.
The first goal of this dissertation is to develop transmission line with smaller
wavelength using slow wave structure (SWS) which is one of the most promising ways to
achieve size reduction of passive components. In this dissertation, novel low loss slow
wave structures having different shapes are analyzed and optimized to achieve high slow
wave effects. A throughout comparative study considering both signal and ground
conductor shape and dimensions are presented in Chapter 2. The methods of using the
defected ground structure along with the different section lengths are used for the first
time in order to achieve compact SWS with reasonable loss [33].
The growth of mobile internet and multimedia services like video teleconference,
social network, mobile video games, web browsing, music download, movie streaming,
and broadcast television is tremendous in recent days [34]. A lot of advanced mobile
devices including smart phones, netbooks, tablet PCs and data cards have been developed
for these purposes. Apart from the enriched features and services available for the users,
these mobile devices are required to support higher data rates promised by 3G
WCDMA/HSPA, and 4G LTE standards with a backward compatibility to the 2G GSM
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and 2.5G GPRS/EDGE standards. A combination of frequency bands will have to be
supported to reduce the cost and size of the mobile devices [35]. Consequently, the
increase in complexity of the mobile devices translates into greater challenges and more
stringent requirements on the design of front end passive components, including filters,
switches and power amplifiers (PA) [36, 37, 38]. Frequency-agile and multifunctional
circuits are highly desirable in communications systems, radars, sensor networks, and
biomedical devices also. Tunable elements are the key components in achieving the
frequency tunability. Great efforts have been made on developing tunable components
such as antennas, filters, matching networks, couplers, dividers and phase shifter etc.
Though various tuning techniques have been utilized in achieving frequency tunability
including semiconductor varactors [41]-[43], ferroelectric thin films [44]-[46], and RF
MEMS [47], [48], those techniques can achieve a reasonable capacitance tuning
capability only. The Amorphous ferromagnetic wires have demonstrated the tuning of
transmission characteristics by DC current based on giant magneto impedance effect [4951]. Ferromagnetic thin films have also been actively explored for high-performance
microwave devices. RF devices have been done using yttrium iron- garnet (YIG) [52-53]
and tuned with external magnetic field but these are difficult to integrate with planar
RF/microwave circuit.
Numerous research has been carried out to develop magnetic thin films for high
frequency devices, such as inductors [134-141], transformers [142], noise suppressors
[57, 59-61], magneto-resistive memory devices [143-144] etc. Different types of soft
ferro-magnetic materials like CoPdAlO, CoZrO, CoNbZr, Fe, and CoFeAlO have been
used for these purposes. As a ferromagnetic thin film, Permalloy (Py) has high and
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electrical tunable permeability, low resistivity as well as no stress anisotropy [54-55]; it
has been studied in tunable microwave devices with increased and tunable inductance
density. Slow wave components [33,70], tunable inductors [64-67] and resonators [6869] based on permalloy (Py) thin film is becoming very popular due to their low loss,
high tuning capability and available for high frequency applications. However, RF
applications of Permalloy are highly dependent on its ferro-magnetic resonance (FMR)
frequency and inductance density as the inductance value falls below zero and not
predictable after that frequency. The ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency of the
studied un-patterned Py films falls into the sub-GHz range. However, effective patterning
of Py can provide a compromise solution in achieving high FMR frequency with
reasonable increment of inductance density. Magnetic properties [71-73] of Py thin film
have been investigated. But the analysis of Py thin film properties for the application at
microwave and RF components has not been fully studied yet. This dissertation provides
a first comprehensive experimental RF study of patterned Py thin film with various
dimensions.
The strategy used in this dissertation is to increase the shape anisotropy field of
the ferromagnetic materials which in turn increases the FMR frequency while the loss
introduced by the Py film is kept to a minimum. Properly patterned ferromagnetic thin
films have built-in high shape anisotropy fields and, therefore, provide a self-biasing for
high-frequency applications. Micro patterning of ferromagnetic thin film has increased
the FMR frequency to 1.3GHz [56]. Py thin film has been patterned in nano-scale range
to increase the FMR frequency to 6.3GHz while keeping the loss of the transmission line
at a minimum level by reducing the eddy current through it. Micro-patterning of thicker
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layer of Py showed an FMR frequency of 3.2GHz but the inductance increment has been
achieved by a big margin.
Further application of the external magnetic field can take frequency of FMR at
higher frequency. Tunability of FMR frequency has been investigated using DC current.
Tuning of frequency using DC current has the advantages over applying the external
magnetic field as that in previously reports [57, 58]. Both Ampere’s fields and Joule
heating effects due to the applied DC current contribute to the shift of FMR [59], thus
less ampere field is needed for the same amount of FMR shift.
High permittivity value and loss of the ferro-electric thin films has shown the
promise to be used at high frequency devices [145]. Different properties of ferro-electric
thin films have been utilized to demonstrate their applications in various fields.
Polarization reversal and properties related to the reliability of Ferroelectric memories
and microsystems’ applications have been demonstrated based on the properties of
polarization reversal and piezoelectric nonlinearity. In order to increase and tune the
capacitance, ferro-electric thin film, Lead Zirconium Titanate (PZT) has been studied in
this dissertation. Lead Zirconium Titanate (PZT) has very high dielectric constant near
DC as well as its electric polarization is tunable with the application of an electric field.
PZT was grown in an efficient, low cost and easily available system i.e. sol-gel method.
Polycrystalline structure with a preferred orientation of the thin film has been achieved
after the optimization of the growth techniques. A DC voltage has been applied on the
well-designed tunable slow wave structure to change the property of the PZT to achieve
tunable capacitance value.
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A concept of tunable slow wave structure enabled with both nano-patterned
ferromagnetic (Permalloy: Py) and ferroelectric (Lead zirconium Titanate: PZT) thin
films is presented for the first time in this dissertation. The permittivity ( ) of PZT is
electrical tunable with DC voltage, and the permeability (

) of Permalloy is electrical

tunable with applied DC current, thus simultaneous electric tunable capacitance and
inductance capability are provided for the proposed SWSs. It can be used to design
various compact multi-band RF passives with reduced size, wide continuous tunable
frequency, high linearity, and low signal loss.
In this dissertation, the ferro-magnetic thin film has been further utilized in RF
passive components such as noise suppressors, band pass filters and meander line
inductors as shown in Chapter 5. Multiband band pass filters (BPFs) are highly needed to
handle different frequency bands and reduce the system size and complexity in rapidly
developing modern microwave wireless communication systems. Various approaches
have been studied and applied to achieve the frequency tunability of BPFs, such as
micro-electro-mechanical-systems [74], yttrium iron garnet [75], varactors [76-78],
piezoelectric transducers [79] and p-i-n diodes [80] etc. However, micro-electromechanical-systems technology will significantly increase the difficulty of fabrication
and there are still some fabrication and integration issues. Varactors and p-i-n diodes can
achieve the tunability by utilizing capacitance tuning. Piezoelectric transducer is a kind of
electromechanical method to achieve the tunability. However, those methods introduce
some extra devices, which will significantly increase the size of BPFs and the complexity
of fabrication. Yttrium iron garnet is an attractive magnetic material for application in
microwave tunable devices, but external magnetic bias field is needed. This dissertation
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provides a first frequency tunable BPF at 4GHz based on the application of patterned
Permalloy (Py) thin film. With only patterned Py thin film deposited on the top of the
resonators of the BPF, no extra area and devices is introduced, thus the BPF structure is
more compact. The BPF is well designed and DC current can go through from the input
to the output so that the center frequency can be tuned with only DC current.
The electromagnetic noise at gigahertz range has been suppressed by the
ferromagnetic thin film resonance. Noise suppressors using plain CoPdAlO, CoZrO,
CoNbZr [59, 60, and 61] films and Py nano-rod arrays [62] on CPW have been reported
earlier. Magnetic composite sheets [63] on microstrip transmission line have been used
to suppress noise. CoFeAlO [57] films on top of CPW structure demonstrated LC
resonance to attenuate the noise. Furthermore, tunable microstrip structure along with
nickel nano-rod arrays and Py film demonstrated noise suppression using an external
magnetic field [58]. Here, a novel electrical tunable noise suppressor has been reported
using nano patterned Py thin film and tuned by external DC current. It ensures good pass
band characteristics, minimum reflection criterion and low differential phase shift as
well.
Planar inductors have the applications in MEMS actuators [81], RF ID [82], slow
wave structures [33, 70] and different passive components. Researchers are trying to
miniaturize the inductive component [83]–[86] as it occupies a large space. Active
inductive component [8] by simulating the electrical properties of an inductor achieved
very high Q-factor and inductance in a relatively small size with this approach. However,
this approach suffers from high power consumption and high noise levels. Among the
integrated inductors meander-types or spiral-types [83], [87] are very common, whereas
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most of the macro-scale inductors are solenoid-types. The solenoid-type geometry has a
limitation of micro-fabrication techniques as the coil wrapped around a core is been more
difficult using conventional IC processes than the fabrication of meander or spiral-types.
Though a spiral type inductor has a relatively high inductance value, it needs a lead wire
to connect from the inside end of the coil to the outside. This produces an unnecessary
capacitance between the conductor and the lead wire which is very dominant [87-88].
Moreover, it can interfere with the underlying circuit in multichip modules as the
direction of flux is perpendicular to the substrate. A meander-type inductor is simple to
fabricate and integrate into a big system. A study on meander line inductor has been
performed and the patterned ferro magnetic thin film has been applied on top of meander
line inductors to increase as well as to tune the inductance density.
In this dissertation, the slow wave structures have been developed and optimized
to reduce the size of the various passive components. The slow wave effect is further
improved by using the ferro-magnetic and ferro-electric thin films. The structures are also
made to work at higher frequencies as well as multiple frequencies by the proper design
of the thin films as well as the slow wave structures. The thin films have been integrated
on the radio frequency passive components like noise suppressors, filters and meander
line inductors.
In Chapter-2, the fundamentals of slow wave structures have been investigated to
show the principles of size reduction with t slow wave techniques. Extra losses due to
the introduction of slow wave structures have been fully studied and optimized as well as
the design and fabrication of the SWS has been followed by the characterizing method.
The slow wave structures with various shapes have been demonstrated and the most
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promising structures have been further optimized to achieve higher slow wave effect with
reasonable loss.
In Chapter-3, the ferro-magnetic thin film has been introduced on the slow wave
structures to further increase the inductance density and frequency tunable. The necessity
of using the ferro-magnetic thin film has been discussed followed by the shortcomings of
the ferro-magnetic thin film at radio frequency components. The growth of the ferromagnetic thin film, Permalloy by DC magnetron sputtering has been discussed. The
patterned ferro-magnetic thin film has been implemented on top of the optimized slow
wave structures and the measured results showed the inductance increment, reduction of
size and tunability in terms of frequency.
In Chapter-4, the ferro-electric thin film has been introduced to improve the slow
wave effect by increasing the capacitance density. The necessities and background of the
ferro-electric thin film has been described followed by the growth of the ferro-electric
thin film which had several issues for co-planar devices. The problems have been
addressed to increase the capacitance value by a big margin in a wide range of frequency
band. The ferro-electric thin film has been used in a “inter digit capacitor” integrated
slow wave structure and the measured results have shown improvement of the slow wave
effect as well as the tuning of the operational frequency by a wide range. The ferromagnetic and ferro-electric thin films have been integrated simultaneously as the ferromagnetic thin film increases the inductance and the ferro-electric thin film increases the
capacitance i.e. the characteristics impedance remains almost same for the structure
which is a very important criterion. The measured results have shown the wider tuning
range as well as very high slow wave effect.
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In Chapter-5, the concept of using the thin films have been implemented on the
RF passive components. A comprehensive study has been performed on the patterned Py
for evaluating its application on different RF components. A tunable noise suppressor has
been presented to absorb the electromagnetic noise of the system and compared with
different type of noise suppressors. The suppression peak of the noise suppressor has
been changed by using the different type of patterns and the DC current. The ferromagnetic thin film has been implemented on the meander line inductor to increase as well
as tune the inductance density. A tunable band pass filter has been fabricated with both
the ferro-magnetic and ferro-electric thin film to show the change of pass band by the
application of DC current. In chapter-6, the dissertation has been concluded with a
summary, contributions as well as the prospect of the slow wave structures in various
radio frequency applications. The future works to be performed in order to improve the
performance of the devices is discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
SLOW WAVE STRUCTURE
In this chapter, fundamentals of the slow wave structures i.e. the way in which the
inductance and capacitance per unit length are increased to reduce the velocity of
propagation have been fully investigated. The extra insertion loss due to the slow wave
effects has been simulated and measured. SWSs are optimized with better slow wave
effect while maintaining the insertion loss at a minimum. The first step towards this
optimization is designing various shapes of the signal conductor in the SWS and the
results are compared with a regular non-slow wave structure. The defected ground
structure which showed the most promising results are further optimized by changing the
gap between the ground conductors along the narrow signal section, the width of the wide
conductor section and the pitch of different sections. Different lengths of narrow and
wide conductor sections are utilized to provide more flexibility on achieving different
characteristics impedance.

90⁰ for SWS

90⁰ for non-SWS

Figure: 2.1 Comparison of the physical length of a regular structure and slow wave
structure for the same electrical length.
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All the techniques are combined in this dissertation to achieve higher slow effect while
keeping the loss at a minimum. This chapter provides a first comprehensive study of
various slow wave structures.

2.1 FUNDAMENTALS OF SLOW WAVE STRUCTURES
Slow wave structure is a type of particularly designed transmission line which is
smaller in physical length with the same electrical length when compared with a regular
transmission line. According to transmission line theory, the wavelength, phase velocity
and characteristics impedance are defined from equations (2.1)-(2.3) [89]. The
assumption of the simplified transmission theory is valid in the case where both the
conductor and dielectric losses are low which can be achieved by optimized design of the
component and properly selection of the substrate.

2.1
Phase Velocity,

2.2

√

√

2.3

Where, the L stands for Inductance per unit length (unit nH/m) and C stands for
Capacitance per unit length (unit nF/m). The increment of the L and C value results in
lower phase velocity of the signal propagation from equation 2.2. The smaller phase
velocity results in smaller electrical wavelength as shown in equation 2.1. The physical
length required to achieve a particular phase shift is smaller in a SWS compared to a
regular structure. As the propagating signal takes the same time to reach a particular
electrical length or delay, the velocity of the signal propagation which is defined by the
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physical distance traveled in a particular time is smaller in a slow wave structure as
clarified in Figure 2.1. Passive components largely consist of either one or multiple
sections of transmission lines whose length are fraction of wavelength, thus the physical
size of the components based on slow wave structures can be dramatically reduced.

Wireless communication systems consist of many components where each is
designed for a specific task. All the components are connected in a sequence to perform a
combined task, it is very important to maintain impedance matching in the system. Radio
frequency devices are normally designed with 50Ω characteristic impedance, it is critical
to keep the characteristics impedance of components the same (e.g., 50Ω) to reduce the
mismatch loss from nearby connecting components. The increase of inductance (L) and
capacitance (C) with the same ratio using suitable design of SWS can keep the
characteristics impedance the same.

In this dissertation, SWSs are realized with an alternated narrow and wide
conductor sections as shown in Figure 2.2. The narrow signal conductor sections increase
the inductance value with higher distance from the ground while wide conductor sections

Signal

Ground
Figure: 2.2 Structures of (a) regular structure and (b) SWS.
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increase the capacitance value from smaller distance between signal and ground. The
capacitance per unit length, effective dielectric constant and the characteristics
Impedance of the co-planar waveguide structure are defined in equations below [90].
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are the moduli of complete elliptic integral.

S is the width of the signal conductor
W is the gap in between signal and ground conductor.
is height of the substrate.
is the real dielectric constant of the substrate.
The increment of L and C value at the same rate decreases the size keeping the same
characteristics impedance. However, the insertion loss of SWS increases due to the
change of the signal and ground conductor shapes, the SWSs need to be fully optimized
to keep the loss at a minimum.
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Figure 2.3: Signal reflection from each section contributes to insertion loss.
2.2 LOSS OF SLOW WAVE STRUCTURES
The loss per unit length of a transmission line constitutes of the mismatch loss and
attenuation loss. SWSs compose many narrow and wide conductor sections, thus the
signal will be reflected from each section as shown in Figure 2.3. The reflection
coefficient and the reflection loss are defined by equation 2.11 and 2.12 [89] when the
impedance of the narrow section is Z1 and the impedance of the wide section is Z2. The
total mismatch loss will be the summation of the mismatch loss of each section in the
SWS.
2.11
| |

2.12

The attenuation loss is dependent on the signal conductor resistance, ground conductor
resistance and skin effect as shown in equation 2.14-2.19 [89]. The signal and the ground
conductor resistance increase with the change of the shape in case of a slow wave
structure i.e. the attenuation losses are higher for SWS. High resistivity (10KΩ-cm)
Silicon substrate has been chosen to decrease the substrate loss in this dissertation. The
dielectric loss is considered to be the same for both slow wave and non-slow wave
structure as the same substrate is used.
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where,

2.19

is the conductivity of the metal in Siemens/meter.
is the angular frequency.

is the permeability.
Though the length of the SW transmission line is decreased, the loss per unit length is
higher. The total loss of the transmission line is the factor which needs to be taken care as
given by equation 2.20. The structures need to be optimized for component with reduced
size while keeping the loss of the total transmission line at a minimum value.
2.20

2.3 DESIGN AND FABRICATION
In this section, Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) slow wave structures with various
shapes were designed using standard HFSS at 60GHz. The wave port was used in “port
set-up”; bottom surface was assigned as ‘Perfect E’ while other surfaces were kept as
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‘Radiation’ to make it similar to our characterization set up. The pitch, shape of the signal
and ground conductor was further optimized for the structure with the most promising
shapes. The length of the conductor sections was varied for the first time during this
optimization process. The S-parameters were extracted from the HFSS and the RLGC
parameters were extracted from the S-parameters using the equations in 2.21-2.27 [91].
The equivalent quarter wavelength, characteristics impedance, insertion loss were
calculated based on the measured S-parameter and extracted RLGC parameters. Multiple
masks were designed with AutoCAD according to the dimension, shape and length
derived by the design procedure.
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2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27

SWSs were fabricated on a high resistivity (10kΩ-cm) silicon substrate using standard
optical lithography. The thickness of the metal was measured to be 0.9µm-1 µm after
fabrication.
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2.4 CHARACTERIZATION USING NOVEL ON WAFER CALIBRATION METHOD
A novel on wafer calibration method was developed for the measurement of RF
passive components with R&S VNA. The calibration method employed the HFSS
simulation results along with multi-level optimizations to get the nominal values used for
on wafer calibration. Multiline TRL (Thru-Reflect-Line) calibration standards fabricated
on the same substrate are used with better accuracy. Measured results show that a thru
line provides less than 0.015dB insertion loss throughout the frequency range of 1GHz67GHz. This result is much better compared to the results achieved by conventional
SOLT (Short-Open-Load-Thru) calibration and TRL calibration using the available
calibration substrates. Using this calibration technique, the phase shift of the thru line
shows less than 3° variation at 67GHz which is much lower than 15° achieved by the
conventional calibration methods.

Design by HFSS
RLGC Parameter, λ/4, Insertion Loss Determination
Mask Design based on Design Results
Fabrication
S-parameter Measurement by ZVA67
RLGC Parameter, λ/4 length and Insertion Loss for λ/4
Determination
Results Analyzed

Figure 2.4 Design procedure of slow wave structure analysis.
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L

Reflect (Open)

Thru

Line

Figure 2.5: Fabricated on-wafer calibration standards on real substrate using same
metal thickness.

2.4.1 FABRICATION OF CALIBRATION STANDARDS
Multiline TRL calibration standards (Open, Thru, Lines) were fabricated on the
same substrate on which real devices had been fabricated with 1µm thick gold (Au)
structures. Figure 2.5 shows the fabricated calibration standards used during the TRL
calibration. Contact probing pads in the real sample create extra loss in of the
measurement with conventional calibration methods. The source of this additional loss is
shown in Figure 2.6. The losses from contact pads, cables, connectors and RF probes are
de-embedded during the calibration using the proposed calibration method. Figure 2.7
shows R&S vector network analyzer, DUT and RF probes used in the measurement. Four
different co-planar transmission lines having the physical length of 478µm, 956µm,
1912µm and 3826µm were used in multiline TRL calibration method.

Figure

2.6: Real device along with contact pads at both sides. Loss from these
contact pads creates addition loss.
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Table 2.1: Frequency range associated with each fabricated calibration standard
line
Phys. Length

Elec. Length

Calc. Freq. Range

Opt. Freq. Range

(µm)

(µm)

(GHz)

(GHz)

Line-1

478

1205

1.726-13.81

1.726-10.36

Line-2

956

2410

3.455-27.64

10.36-20.73

Line-3

1912

4821

6.911-55.29

20.73-41.47

Line-4

3824

9648

13.82-110.6

41.47-110.6

Figure 2.7: (A) (a) R&S vector network analyzer, model # ZVA 67 and (b) Device
under test (DUT) and RF probes.
2.4.2 OPTIMIZATION OF FREQUENCY RANGE
The equivalent dielectric constant of the coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure is
calculated as 6.36 [90]. The nominal value of the electrical length to be used during the
calibration process of R&S VNA is calculated and summarized in Table 2.1. The length
of the lines is chosen in such a way that singularity error doesn’t occur during the
computation of correction data by the network analyzer. For example, if the phase shift
created by a certain line is n*180°, the singularity error takes place. In order to avoid the
singularity error, the frequency range for a certain line is determined in such a way so
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3.45-27.64GHz
10.36-20.73GHz

Calculated
Line 3

Line 4
1.72-10.36GHz
1.72-13.81GHz

Optimized

Figure 2.7: (B) Demonstration of frequency optimization in case of overlapping.
frequency range.
that it creates a phase shift of (20°-160°)+n*180°. The following equations are used to
calculate the frequency range for a certain line avoiding any singularity error.
(
(

)

2.28

)

2.29

In case of overlapping the frequency range, the VNA considers a middle point for
the optimized line frequency range as shown in Figure 2.7(b). The calculated frequency
range of line-4 and line-3 is 1.72GHz-13.81GHz and 3.45GHz-27.64GHz respectively.
The R&S vector network analyzer considers the range of the frequencies for line-4 and
line-3 as 1.72GHz-10.36GHz and 10.36GHz-20.73GHz respectively. Table 2.1 shows a
detailed frequency range description of the four different lines. According to Table I, our
proposed calibration method is able to perform the measurement from 1.726GHz110.6GHz.

2.4.3 SELECTION OF LOSS FACTOR
The value of loss factor {dB/sqrt(GHz)} for each lines is to be inserted at R&S
vector network analyzer. The values related to the loss are normally provided by the
calibration substrate manufacturing company such as GGB Inc. However, the loss factor
values for the fabricated calibration standards in this proposed method is unknown.
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Fig. 2.7: (C) Work flow chart for optimization of loss factor.
Simulation of each calibration standard line using High Frequency Structure Simulator
(HFSS 14.0) has been performed to evaluate these values. The simulated loss factor
{dB/sqrt (GHz)} values were used during the first round of calibration. The S-parameters
of all the four lines were measured based on this calibration. Using measured S-parameter
values, the values of loss factors were calculated dividing the insertion loss in dB by the
square root of the frequency in GHz. These values were used for the second round of
calibration followed by the S-parameters measurement and the loss factor calculation.
The change of S21 from the previous steps were measured after each steps and compared
with a tolerance limit. This process of optimization was continued until the errors or the
change of S21 in two consecutive steps comes to a minimum limit (e.g. 0.002dB). Fig.
2.7(c) shows the flow chart of the optimization process while Table 2.2 lists all the values
of loss factors used during the optimization process. The acceptable values of loss factors
were determined in this way and used for the final calibration. The optimization process
was used for all the next measurements and not repeated for the next time. The thru line
was measured using both the proposed calibration method regular calibration methods
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like SOLT and TRL by using standard calibration standard, CS-5. The measured results
of the thru line were compared to check the validity of the proposed calibration methods.
Table 2.2: Calculated loss factors calculated at the center of frequency range for
different lines
Line

Round-1

Round-2

Round-3

Round-4

dB/sqrt(f)

dB/sqrt(f)

dB/sqrt(f)

dB/sqrt(f)

Source

Simulation

Round-1 Meas.

Round-2 Meas.

Round-3 Meas.

Line-1

0.0189

0.0225

0.0232

0.0227

Line-2

0.0288

0.0505

0.0473

0.0459

Line-3

0.0541

0.0943

0.0939

0.0934

Line-4

0.1182

0.1916

0.1965

0.1948

2.4.4 VERIFICATION OF CALIBRATION
The same thru line were measured using the three different calibration methods:
proposed calibration method, SOLT calibration using CS-5 and TRL calibration using
CS-5. Theoretically, the insertion loss and the phase shift measured from a thru line
should have been close to zero. The insertion loss measured using the proposed
calibration methods were less than 0.015dB for the frequency range of 1GHz-67GHz as
shown in Fig. 2.8. The results using the SOLT calibration showed good performance at
the lower frequency region but it was not acceptable after 30GHz as the amount of
ripples becomes significant. Though the results using TRL calibration with the help of
CS-5 was bad result at lower frequencies, it was better than SOLT at higher frequencies.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the insertion loss of a thru line achieved by different
calibration techniques.
The phase shift created by the thru line measured using three different techniques are
presented at Figure 2.9. A small phase shift change of 3° was shown at 67GHz for the
proposed calibration method while phase shift change of around 15° had been resulted
from the conventional methods. It clearly verifies the validity and acceptability of our
measurement systems over the conventional methods. Though the theoretical calculation
allows the operation until 110GHz, the results had been reported until 67GHz as limited

Phase Shift (Degree)

by the R&S VNA (model- ZVA67) and RF probes.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the phase shift of a thru line achieved by different
calibration techniques.
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2.4.4 FINAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SWS
The S parameters of the slow wave structures were measured using R&S vector
network analyzer after the calibration process had been finalized. The RLGC (resistance,
inductance, conductance and capacitance) were extracted using the equations 2.21-2.27
[3]. The equivalent quarter wave length and the loss associated with were calculated and
analyzed at 60GHz. A complete flow chart of the work demonstrating different steps is
shown in Figure 2.4.

2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The goal of the optimization process of SWS is to achieve higher slow wave
effect while maintaining the loss as low as possible. Various types of slow wave
structures with different shapes had been analyzed at first. The SWS with best result had
been further optimized by changing the signal conductor, ground conductor, pitch,
section length etc. All the methods were incorporated together to achieve the final
optimization. The results for each step are described in the following sections.

2.5.1 RSESULTS: VARIOUS SHAPES OF SWS
A fabricated regular non slow wave CPW structure is presented in Figure 2.10 (A)
while step type, zigzag type and defected ground type SWSs are presented in Figure
2.10(B-D). The measured result of regular non slow wave CPW structure has been
compared with that of slow wave structures. The inductance and capacitance of a regular
non slow wave structure was measured as 412.12nH/m and 0.1638nF/m respectively. The
quarter wavelength and the insertion loss associated with that were measured as 506µm
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Figure 2.10: (A) Regular non-SWS (B) Step type SWS (C) Zigzag type SWS (D)
Defected ground type SWS.
and 0.508dB respectively. The step type slow wave structure was introduced with large
distance of narrow signal conductor-ground and smaller distance of wide signal
conductor-ground to increase L and C value respectively. The increase of the inductance
and capacitance value by 34.5% resulted in a quarter wave length of 382µm compared to
506µm for normal structure i.e. 24.5% reduction in length. An additional insertion loss of
0.147dB had been introduced due to the slow wave structure.
One of the sources of the additional insertion loss in step type structure is the
mismatch loss between the narrow and wide conductor sections. Taperd line shape has
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been designed to reduce the loss which was named as zigzag type structure in the
dissertation. If the impedances of the narrow and wide conductor sections are Z1 and Z2
respectively, a section having an impedance value of √

in the middle reduce

mismatch loss. The loss is designed to be zero at one frequency and a finite value at other
frequencies. The tapered shape between the sections decreases the mismatch loss for a
wide frequency range. Moreover, as the portion of the narrow conductor section is
minimized, the resistance of the signal conductor is also decreased i.e. the attenuation
loss is reduced. The zigzag type structure as shown in Figure 2.10 (C) reduced insertion
loss by 0.067dB compared to the step type structure. The length of the inclined portion
was 5µm on each side of wide conductor. Less L and C value were found compared to
step type structure as the portion of the sections contributing to the L and C is less. The
length of λ/4 line is calculated to be 403µm at 60GHz for zigzag shape slow wave
structure.

0.0
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Defected Ground Type Structure
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Figure 2.11 Measured insertion loss (dB) of various shaped SWS.
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For the designed slow wave structure in the dissertation, reducing the gap
between the wide conductor and the ground increases the C value while increasing the
gap between the narrow conductor and the ground structure increases L value. The
ground conductor of the SWS was accordingly modified to achieve this goal using the
defected ground structure. The inductance and capacitance value was increased to
609.88nH/m and 0.2455nF/m for this structure i.e. a quarter wavelength of 340µm at
60GHz. The resistance of the ground conductor was increased due to the change of the
ground shape i.e. the attenuation loss is increased to 0.710dB.
Results showed that the defected ground structure is the most promising SWS
with the best slow wave effect. The defected ground structures were further optimized in
the following sections. The results of the different shaped slow wave structures are listed
in Table 2.3.1 while the dimensions of structures are summarized in Table 2.3.2. Here,
W1, W2, L1, L2, S1 and S2 represents the width of narrow signal conductor, width of wide
signal conductor, length of narrow section, length of wide section, gap from narrow

Table: 2.3.1 Results of various shaped slow wave structures
Z0

Freq.

λ/4

L

C

S12 for λ/4

(Ω)

(GHz)

(µm)

(nH/m)

(nF/m)

(dB)

Straight

50.17

60

506

412.12

0.1638

0.508

Step

50.89

60

382

554.20

0.2142

0.655

Zigzag

50.06

60

403

520.52

0.2077

0.588

Def. Gnd. type

49.85

60

340

609.88

0.2455

0.710

Structures
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signal

to

ground

and

gap

from

wide

signal

to

ground

respectively.

Table: 2.3.2 Dimensions of various shaped slow wave structures
Structures

W1

W2

L1

L2

S1

S2

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

Straight

20

20

N/A

N/A

15

15

Step

5

35

5

5

22.5

7.5

Zigzag

3

35

5

5

23.5

7.5

Def. Gnd. type

3

30

5

5

23.5

3

Table: 2.4.1 Results of DGS slow wave structure with different gap from narrow
conductor
Z0

Freq.

λ/4

L

C

S12 for λ/4

(Ω)

(GHz)

(µm)

(nH/m)

(nF/m)

(dB)

Gap 50

49.85

60

340

609.88

.2455

.710

Gap 70

52.77

60

324

677.99

.2434

.765

Gap 90

55.10

60

289

794.09

.2615

.822

Structures

Table: 2.4.2 Dimensions of DGS slow wave structure with different gap from
narrow conductor
Structures

W1

W2

L1

L2

S1

S2

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

Gap 50

3

30

5

5

23.5

3

Gap 70

3

30

5

5

33.5

3

Gap 90

2.5

30

5

5

43.75

3
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2.5.2 RESULTS: DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE – VARIATION OF GAP
The shape of the signal conductor of the defected ground structure was optimized.
The gap between the ground and narrow section was varied while the gap between the
wide conductor and the ground structure is kept at 3µm. The width of the wide conductor
section was fixed at 30µm while the width of the narrow section is kept fixed at3µm to
keep the impedance around 50Ω. The detailed dimensions of this section are shown in
Table 2.4.2. The gap between the narrow conductor and ground is varied from 23.5µm to
43.75µm and results are listed in Table 2.4.1. The inductance value is increased from

Table: 2.5.1 Results of DGS slow wave structure having different width for wide
conductors
Z0

Freq.

λ/4

L

C

S12 for λ/4

(Ω)

(GHz)

(µm)

(nH/m)

(nF/m)

(dB)

Ws2 30

49.85

60

340

609.88

.2455

.710

Ws2 35

47.49

60

320

617.81

.2739

.755

Ws2 40

46.30

60

314

614.57

.2866

.819

Structures

Table: 2.5.2 Dimensions of DGS slow wave structure having different width for wide
conductors
Structures

W1

W2

(µm)

(µm)

Ws2 30

3

Ws2 35
Ws2 40

L1

S1

S2

(µm) (µm)

(µm)

(µm)

30

5

5

23.5

3

3.5

35

5

5

23.25

3

3.5

40

5

5

23.25

3
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L2

609.88nH/m to 794.09nH/m while maintaining the capacitance value almost fixed i.e. the
size of the quarter wavelength decreased from 340µm to 289µm. The higher gap between
the grounds increased the resistance of the ground which resulted in higher insertion loss
as per equation 2.17.

2.5.3 RESULTS: DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE – VARIATION OF WIDE
SECTION WIDTH
The narrow signal conductor portion and distance from the ground are fixed in
this section. The gap between the wide signal conductor and the ground is fixed at 3µm
while the width of wide signal conductor is changed from 30µm to 40µm. The
capacitance value has increased from 0.2455nF/m to 0.2866nF/m as the parasitic
capacitance increased with a little variation of the inductance value from 609.88nH/m to
614.57nH/m. The impedance value slightly decreased from 49.85Ω to 46.30Ω which is a
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Figure 2.12: Measured insertion losses (dB) of slow wave structures with different
pitches.
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Table: 2.6.1 Results of various pitched slow wave structures
Z0

Freq.

λ/4

L

C

S12 for λ/4

(Ω)

(GHz)

(µm)

(nH/m)

(nF/m)

(dB)

Pitch-5

55.10

60

289

794.09

.2615

.822

Pitch-10

53.32

60

325

679.80

.2390

.798

Pitch-15

55.21

60

343

669.99

.2198

.771

Pitch-20

53.56

60

379

625.38

.2180

.724

Structures

Table: 2.6.2 Dimensions of various pitched slow wave structures
Structures

W1

W2

L1

(µm) (µm) (µm)

L2
(µm)

S1

S2

(µm) (µm)

Pitch-5

2.5

30

5

5

43.7

3

Pitch-10

3

30

10

10

43.5

3

Pitch-15

3

30

15

15

43.5

3

Pitch-20

3

20

20

20

43.5

3

source of additional loss. The results of characteristics impedance, quarter wavelength,
inductance, capacitance and insertion loss are listed in Table 2.5.1 The dimensions of the
structures associated with the variation of width sections are listed in Table 2.5.2.

2.5.4 RESULTS: VARIATION OF PITCH
The effect of the pitch of the signal conductor sections is investigated in this
section. The width of the signal conductors and the gap from the signal to ground is kept
fixed. The length of the narrow and wide section is increased by the same value i.e. the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.13: Shapes of (a) optimized defected ground with step type signal structure
(b) optimized defected ground with zigzag type signal structure.
pitch of the sections are varied. The notation of the pitch-5 stands for the section length
of 5µm for each narrow and wide section. The dimensions of the structures for this
process are listed in Table 2.6.2 and the results are listed in Table 2.6.2. A quarter
wavelength of 289µm and 379µm has been calculated for the pitch-5 and pitch-10
section. The smaller sections i.e. higher pitched devices showed the higher inductance
and capacitance as the parasitic values are higher. It results in higher loss as observed
from the data. The excess loss originates from the mismatch loss of more sections. The
insertion loss for different SWSs having different pitches has been presented at Figure
2.14.

2.5.5 RESULTS: FINAL OPTIMIZATION
The defected ground type slow wave structure was finally optimized by
considering all the options like width of wide conductor, gap ibetween narrow conductor
and ground, pitch of the sections. The step type and zigzag type structures have been
considered as the signal conductor structure. A novel technique of using different section
length was used which gives the design flexibility of characteristics impedance value.
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Table: 2.7.1 Results of various shaped slow wave structures
Structures

λ/4

C

S12 for λ/4

(nF/m)

(dB)

412.12

.1638

0.508

286

701.69

.2764

0.778

316

688.80

.2718

0.610

Z0

Freq.

(Ω)

(GHz)

Straight

50.17

60

506

Opt. DGN Step type

50.38

60

Opt. DGN. Zigzag type

50.30

60

L

(µm) (nH/m)

Table: 2.7.2 Dimensions of various shaped slow wave structures
Structures

W1

W2

L1

L2

S1

S2

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

Straight

20

20

N/A

N/A

15

15

Opt DGN Step type

4

60

12.5

10

43

3

Opt. DGN. Zigzag type

4

60

12

10

43

3

(µm) (µm)
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Straight Structure
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Figure 2.14: Measured insertion loss (dB) of slow wave structures with different.
pitches.
The characteristic impedance is very important
in terms of reflection loss. Two optimized
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structures i.e. optimized defected ground step and zigzag type structures are presented in
Figure 2.13. The detailed results and the dimensions of the final optimized structures are
listed in Table. 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. The insertion loss of the regular non slow wave structure
and optimized defected ground structures has been presented at Figure 2.14. Optimized
defected ground step type structures decreased the quarter wavelength by 43.47% in the
expense of 0.27dB loss at 60GHz which can save around 68% area of a Branch Line
Coupler. Optimized defected ground zigzag type structures decreased the quarter
wavelength by 37.54% while the insertion loss is increased by 0.102dB only which can
save around 61% area in a Branch Line Coupler.
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CHAPTER 3
FERRO-MAGNETIC THIN FILM INTEGRATION FOR INDUCTNACE
TUNING
In the previous chapter, slow wave structures have been optimized using
microwave theory and techniques. The width of the narrow section and the gap between
the wide section and ground has to be smaller to achieve higher slow wave effect, which
generate fabrication constraints. In this chapter, Permalloy (Py) thin film has been
employed on the top of the narrow section to improve slow wave effect and demonstrate
frequency tuning. The fundamentals of the inductance, the ferro-magnetic thin film and
the selection criterion of the Py have been clarified. The Py thin film was grown by DC
magnetron sputtering and patterned. Selective patterning of Permalloy of different
thickness in nano-meter and micro-meter scale has permitted the operation at very high
frequency; moreover, increased the inductance value. Frequency tunable SWSs integrated
with patterned Py were designed, fabricated and characterized. This chapter presents the
improvement of the slow wave effect and the frequency tuning by the use of thick ferromagnetic material patterned in a special way.
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3.1 INDUCTANCE
Inductance of a coplanar two wire line can be defined as [146]:
(

)

3.1

Where, permeability of the core material, µ=µ0 µr
µr is the relative permeability of the core material,
µ0 is the permeability of air,
d is the gap in between two wires,
w is the width of the traces,
As shown in Equation 3.1, when w and d are constant, inductance value (L) depends on
permeability only i.e. larger inductance with higher permeability and thereby better slow
wave effect. Moreover, different inductance value can be achieved with varied
permeability. Thus choosing a material with high adjustable permeability value is very
critical for a compact and tunable slow wave component.

Figure 3.1: Small magnetic domains [132].

3.2 FERRO-MAGNETIC THIN FILM
The relative orientation of the spins of two electrons is responsible for electronic
exchange force. This electronic exchange force produces strong interactions which results
in parallel alignment of atomic moments. The alignment of the atomic moments is the
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distinguishing factors among ferromagnetic, paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials.
Ferromagnetic materials possess parallel alignment of atomic moments which results in
large net magnetization along a particular direction unlike paramagnetic and diamagnetic
materials even in absence of an external magnetic field.

Figure 3.2: B-H Curve showing the difference between ferro, para and diamagnetic
material. [133]

According to a theory postulated in 1907 and experimentally verified in 1930,
magnetic domain is the called the small sub divisions in a ferromagnetic material as
shown in Figure 3.1. They are by default magnetized to saturation but the magnetization
direction varies from one domain to another. As a result, the total vector sum of all the
magnetization is nearly zero [92]. Magnetic anisotropy is the property of a magnetic
material to get directionally dependent. Thus, a magnetically isotropic material doesn’t
orient the magnetic moment along any preferred direction. Easy axis is called the
direction of spontaneous magnetization which is favored energetically. The magnetically
anisotropic materials spontaneously align themselves along the easy axis [92]. There are
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mainly three types of anisotropy: magneto crystalline anisotropy, stress anisotropy and
shape anisotropy.

3.2.1 MAGNETO CRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY
Magneto crystalline anisotropy is an intrinsic property of a ferromagnetic material
which doesn’t depend on the grain size and shape. The ferro-magnetic material has the
inherent property of magneto crystalline anisotropy which the diamagnetic and
paramagnetic material doesn’t possess. As the goal of the dissertation is to increase the
inductance value by using magnetic thin film, the ferro-magnetic material has to be
chosen.

3.2.2 STRESS ANISOTROPY
Magnetostriction is a phenomenon related to spin-orbit coupling which arises
from the shape change of the orbitals. In case of stress anisotropy, a previously
demagnetized crystal experiences a strain and therefore changes its dimension in
presence of magnetization i.e. the material property is changed permanently. The stress
anisotropy has to be avoided in case the material is to be used multiple times. That’s why
choosing a ferro-magnetic material with a very low stress anisotropy value is very
important.

3.2.3 SHAPE ANISOTROPY
Shape anisotropy is the only anisotropy which can be introduced after the growth
of the ferro-magnetic thin film. It is directly related to the shape of the ferro-magnetic
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Figure 3.3: a) Internal magnetizations within a ferromagnetic sphere emerging from
magneto crystalline anisotropy. b) Generation of an identical external field from a
series of surface monopoles. c) The internal “demagnetizing” field resulting from the
surface monopoles. [93, 130]
material. As the ferro-magnetic material has the inherent net magnetic moment along a
certain direction even in absence of an external magnet, the magnetized body produces
magnetic charges or poles at the surface due to the internal magnetization.The magnetic
charges or poles can be identified as the north and south pole as shown in Figure 3.3. The
surface charges generate external magnetic fields from the surface monopoles whose
direction is from the north pole to south pole. The external magnetic field creates an
internal demagnetizing field due to the continuation of the externally generated magnetic
field which is called the demagnetizing field as it acts in opposition to the magnetization
that produces it. The total net magnetic anisotropy of the ferro magnetic material can be
defined as, Hani=Hmag - Hdemag, where Hmag is the inherently present magnetic anisotropy
and Hdemag is demagnetizing field created by the magnetized body. Less net magnetic
anisotropy results in case of higher demagnetizing field. The net magnetic anisotropy
field has to be increased as the inductance per unit length increases with magnetic
anisotropy i.e. demagnetizing field has to be decreased. One of the ways to decrease the
demagnetizing field is to separate the north and south pole by a big margin along the easy
axis. The demagnetizing field decreases as the external magnetic field created along the
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easy axis can’t reach from north pole to south pole. Increase of the aspect ratio along the
easy axis of magnetization can serve this purpose. In a long shaped rectangular object, the
demagnetizing field will be less compared to a short object. In this dissertation, the ferromagnetic thin film has been patterned to create the anisotropy i.e. shape anisotropy [93].
3.3 PERMALLOY
The ferromagnetic material, Permalloy is a nickel-iron magnetic alloy with a
composition of 80% nickel and 20% iron. Py has very high magnetic permeability of
around 170-650 near DC [94] though permeability value strongly depends on the
thickness, material quality, deposition method etc. Py has low coercively, significant
anisotropic magneto resistance and near zero magnetostriction i.e. less chance of stress
anisotropy. As the magnetic property is not expected to change permanently for any
magnetization, Py is expected to show stable application. Electrical resistivity of Py can
vary as much as 5% depending on the strength and the direction of an applied magnetic
field i.e. impedance mismatch is very low [95]. The slope of the B-H curve which
represents the permeability is very high and changeable in case of Py as it is a ferromagnetic material. Permalloy changes the rate of the change of magnetic flux density
with the application of the external magnetic field i.e. it has the potential to represent
different inductance value. Tuning of the inductance value is possible using the external
DC current as it can generate the external magnetic field.

3.4 FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE
Landau Lifshitz Gilbert (LLG) equation describes the damped motion of a
magnetic moment about the direction of an external magnetic ﬁeld.
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3.2

If a varying force which is perpendicular to demagnetizing field ( ⃗⃗⃗ ) is applied on the
magnetic moment, it can make it precess about the equilibrium direction. If this force has
a frequency similar to the precessional frequency of⃗⃗⃗⃗ , a maximum of energy absorption
by the ferromagnetic sample is observed in the plot of S21 as a crest which is called
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR). The value of inductance contributed by the ferromagnetic thin film becomes less than zero after the FMR frequency; moreover, the value
of L becomes unpredictable [64]. Thus the FMR frequency of the ferro-magnetic thin
film should be as high as possible to allow the operation at high frequency range.
Frequency of ferromagnetic resonance can be calculated by Kittel’s formula [96].
(

√(

where

)

)(

(

)

)

3.3

is applied external bias field,

=Inherent anisotropy field of the magnetic material,
Ms=Saturation magnetization,
(

)

and (

)

are the contributions to magnetic anisotropy due

to the shape,
Nx, Ny, Nz are demagnetizing factors along different directions,
γ=gyromagnetic ratio.
The saturation magnetization, inherent anisotropy and gyromagnetic ratio are fixed for a
particular ferro-magnetic thin film while external magnetic bias field can be created by
any permanent magnet or DC current. Demagnetizing factors depends on the dimensions
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of the Py patterns. The Py thin film needs to be patterned to increase the shape anisotropy
field by increasing (

)

)

and(

.

3.5 CONCEPT OF PATTERNING: FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE
Because of high demagnetizing field, the net anisotropy field is very low in ferromagnetic thin film when no external magnetic field is applied. The ferro-magnetic
resonance frequency of Py falls in sub-gigahertz region without patterning and external
bias field. The external magnetic field applied along the easy axis of magnetization can
increase the FMR frequency by increasing the anisotropy field as per Kittel’s law [96],
however a large magnet is not feasible in a practical circuit board. In this dissertation, the
shape anisotropy has been introduced by patterning Py with high aspect ratio along the
easy axis of magnetization. Figure 3.4 shows SEM photo of fabricated CPW with nanopatterned Py. The dimensions of the fabricated nano patterned Py bars were 10µm
150nm, 10µm

250nm and 10µm

500nm while the thickness and gap in between Py

bars were kept fixed at 100nm.
For the dimensions of 10µm

150nm, the demagnetization coefficients are

approximated as Ny=.0013[96] and Nz=.0069, Nx=.9918[97]. For Permalloy, the

Figure 3.4: SEM photo of nano-patterned Py.
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saturation magnetization, 4πMs is 9KG and gyromagnetic ratio, γ is 176GHz/T [98]. By
fitting the results into Kittel’s equation, an anisotropy field of 45.75KA/m has been
estimated which results in a FMR at 6.3GHz. Theoretical calculation and OOMMF
(object oriented micro magnetic framework) simulation as shown in Figure 3.5 hints the
FMR frequency should be around 13.5GHz. Better patterning and quality of Py can be a
solution for the low FMR frequency.
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Figure 3.5: OOMMF simulated susceptibility results for patterned Py (10µm
150nm).

3.5.1 CONCEPT OF PATTERNING: MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY
The value of inductance per unit length highly depends on total magnetic
anisotropy along the easy axis. Permalloy has inherent high magneto crystalline
anisotropy but the demagnetizing field created by the external magnetization reduces the
total magnetic anisotropy. Py was patterned with high aspect ratios where the long axis
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Figure 3.6: Photo of permalloy enabled SWS (left) and sub micro meter patterned Py
(right).
was aligned along
the easyofaxis
decreased
the 100nm
demagnetizing
Dimension
the which
Py pattern
is 150nm
100nm.field resulting in
higher anisotropic field and hence high magnetic field density.
3.6 FABRICATION
Two type devices were fabricated e.g. device A and device B. Device A was
fabricated with 100nm thick nano-patterned Py while device B was fabricated with
micro-patterned Py with a thickness of 100nm and 200nm. For device A, simple slow
wave structure was fabricated with the following dimensions:
Total length of the device, L is 450µm,
Width of the narrow conductor section, W1 is 5µm,
Width of the wide conductor section, W2 is 110µm,
Length of the narrow conductor section, L1 is 50µm,
Length of the wide conductor section, L2 is 50µm,
Gap in between ground conductors, G is 150µm,
Thickness of the metal, t is 1µm.
High resistivity (100kΩ-cm) Si substrate was used to decrease substrate loss.
Standard optical lithography was used to pattern the thick metal structure on top of the Si
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High resistivity Si Substrate (10kΩ-cm)

CPW T-Line (0.9µm Gold)

Py (100m) Deposition by DC Magnetron Sputtering

Nano Patterning (E-beam Lithography)

S-parameter Measurement (ZVA 67)

DC Current Tuning using Bias Tee

Figure 3.7: Design flow chart of tunable slow wave structure.
substrate and 100nm thick Py film was deposited on top of the narrow signal conductor
portion (responsible for L value) only using DC magnetron sputtering. Sub micrometer
patterning of Py was performed using E-beam lithography whose dimensions are
provided below:
Length of the Py bar, l is10µm,
Width of the Py bar, w is 150nm,
Gap in between Py bars, g is 100nm,
Thickness of the Py bar, t is 100nm,
Figure 3.6 shows a complete picture of the fabricated tunable slow wave structure and
Figure 3.7 summarizes a complete work flow chart for this section.
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Figure 3.8: Microscope photo of device B.
For device B, CPW slow wave structure was fabricated on high resistivity (10kΩ-cm) Si
substrate. The dimensions of the device B is as follows:
Total length of the device, L is 936µm,
Width of the narrow conductor section, W1 is 7µm,
Width of the wide conductor section, W2 is 280µm,
Length of the narrow conductor section, L1 is 84µm,
Length of the wide conductor section, L2 is 20µm,
Gap in between ground conductors, G is 300µm,
Thickness of the metal, t is 1µm.

Figure 3.9: Schematic of Py patterning beside the signal conductor.
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The wide conductor section created an interdigitated capacitor (IDC) with the
width and the gap of the IDC line was 5µm and 3µm respectively. The thickness of the
Py was kept at 100nm and 200nm respectively while the dimension of the micro
patterned Py bar was 10µm 17µm. A 5nm of Cr was used as an adhesion layer of Py on
Gold. In case of 200nm thick Py, an intermediate layer of 5nm Cr was used in between
two 100nm thick Py. Py was used not only on top of the metal but also beside the narrow
section as shown in Figure 3.9 to increase the magnetic flux linkage. The initial plan was
to cover the total signal line using Py thin film to increase the inductance by a big margin
but this was not possible as the thickness of Py (200nm) was lower than metal (1µm).
The metal thickness was not reduced to less than 1µm to keep the conductor loss
minimum. As the Py was deposited using DC sputtering and Cr was deposited using E-

Figure 3.10: Lesker CMS-18 sputtering system.
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beam evaporator, the sample had to change the system using load line for every layer of
either Py or Cr. A total time of 5 hours was taken to deposit 5nm Cr, 100nm Py, 5nm Cr
and 100nm Py i.e. 200nm of Py. That’s the reason Py could not be made thick enough to
cover the side wall. Figure 3.8 shows a complete structure of micro-patterned Py tunable
slow wave structure.
3.7 PERMALLOY THIN FILM DEPOSITION
The Py thin film was deposited in a Lesker CMS-18 sputtering system with a base
pressure of around 2 x 10-8 Torr. The substrate was rotated at 20rpm during deposition to
maintain a uniform thickness of the thin film throughout the sample. The temperature of
the sputtering furnace was kept around 300K while a continuous flow of Ar gas was
maintained at a pressure 2.1mT. A 3” thick, 99.95% purified Py target (Ni80/Fe20,
Williams Advanced Materials) was used for deposition by a DC magnetron gun in
confocal geometry with a sample-target distance of 7” and the deposition rate of Py was
determined to be 0.023nm/s. No external magnetic field was applied during deposition to
orient the magnetic moments along a particular direction as the target was to create the
shape anisotropy by patterning.
3.8 CHARACTERIZATION
The S parameters were measured using R&S vector network analyzer ZVA67.
The GSG probes with a pitch of 200µm were used to contact the device during
measurement as shown in Figure 3.11. The DC current was applied using bias tees to
tune inductance value and thereby the center frequency as the experimental setup is
demonstrated in Figure 3.12. The application of the DC current created the magnetic field
along the hard axis which changed the net magnetic moment along the easy axis. The
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change in net magnetic moment resulted in a different magnetic anisotropy value i.e.
inductance was changed. The DC current applied on the signal conductor also increased
the temperature of the devices. The temperature increment results in joule heating effect
which also contributes to the tuning of Permalloy property. Optimized multiline TRL
(thru-reflect-line) calibration as described in Chapter 2 was used to de-embed the loss
from cables, connectors and RF probes. The RLGC (resistance-inductance-conductancecapacitance) parameters were extracted using the equations 2.21-2.27. The FMR
frequency for Device A and Device B was determined to be 6.3GHz and 3.2GHz
respectively.

Figure 3.11: Measurement setup showing probes and VNA with the bias-tee.

Figure 3.12: Experimental setup for inductance tuning.
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The quarter wavelength value, the insertion loss and phase shift were calculated
for 4GHz and 2GHz as the operation was limited by FMR frequency. An equivalent
quarter wavelength at 4GHz and 2GHz was determined for the slow wave structure
without any thin film. The frequency at which that particular physical length created a
90⁰ delay was determined and termed as the center frequency. The results of regular nonslow wave structure were compared with Py enabled tunable slow wave structure with
DC current application.

3.9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For device A, an FMR frequency of 6.3GHz was observed from the plot of S21 as
shown in Figure 3.13. The extracted L and C value of regular and tunable SWS at
different bias currents is summarized in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The results have been
shown from 2GHz to 5GHz as the inductance value decreases after 6.3GHz. The
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Figure 3.13: S21 comparison of nano-patterned Py tunable slow wave structure with
different DC current and regular CPW.
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Table 3.1: Inductance values of regular and tunable SWS at different external DC
current.
Frequency (GHZ)

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Regular (nH/m)

897

887

882

879

879

879

877

Tunable at 0mA (nH/m)

993

983

981

972

961

957

949

Tunable at 50mA (nH/m)

979

967

965

956

947

941

935

Tunable at 100mA (nH/m)

955

943

940

931

920

914

908

Tunable at 150mA (nH/m)

944

933

929

918

909

903

898

Table 3.2: Capacitance values of regular and tunable SWS at different external DC
current
Frequency (GHZ)

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Regular (pF/m)

252

252

252

252

251

252

252

Tunable at 0mA (pF/m)

255

254

254

252

252

251

251

Tunable at 50mA (pF/m)

253

252

252

252

251

250

251

Tunable at 100mA (pF/m)

252

252

250

252

250

250

250

Tunable at 150mA (pF/m)

251

251

250

251

250

249

249

insertion loss of the SWS was increased by 0.04dB due to the introduction of Py which is
very low. At 4GHz, the L value increased from 879nH/m to 961nH/m by 100nm thick
nano-patterned Py while the C value was almost fixed at 0.251nF/m. The introduction of
150mA of DC current decreased the L value from 961nH/m to 909nH/m. The equivalent
quarter wavelength of the simple slow wave structure without any thin film was
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Figure 3.14: Measured phase shift of regular and nano-patterned tunable SWS at
different external DC current.
calculated as 4.186mm at 4GHz. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the phase shift created by a
4.186mm long slow wave structure using Py and different DC current.
The phase shift was changed from 95⁰ to 92⁰ with 150mA DC current as the
inductance value changes. Without any thin film, the 4.186mm long slow wave structure
created 90⁰ phase shift at 4GHz. The same line created a 90⁰ phase shift at 3.81GHz in
presence of Py i.e. center frequency was changed from 4GHz to 3.81GHz. Application of
150mA DC current tuned the frequency to 3.95GHz. The suitable selection of DC current
can result in any center frequency in between 3.81GHz to 4GHz. The results testify the
promise of the device as tunable SWS. Figure 3.15 shows the impedance of the structures
with different bias current which shows the potential to be used at impedance matching
network.
The magnetic anisotropy of the thin film which is main deciding factor of FMR
frequency and inductance value can be changed because of two reasons: Ampere’s field
along the hard axis of magnetization and Joule heating effect.
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From Kittel’s law, the total magnetic anisotropy can be approximated from three
sources: inherent anisotropy of the ferromagnetic thin film, shape anisotropy and the
external bias anisotropy. The total anisotropy would increase if the external magnetic
field would have been applied along the easy axis. As the direction of the Ampere’s field
created by the DC current is along the hard axis in this experiment, DC current i.e.
external magnetic field decreases the magnetic anisotropy.
(

√(

)

)(

(

)

)

The external magnetic field can be generated by many ways where the use of permanent
magnet is the most popular in the field of magnetic materials. In this dissertation, the
external magnetic field was generated by the DC current which the most feasible options
in a practical circuit board. The maximum Ampere’s field for the DC current application
can be approximated by the equation below:
[99], [100]

3.4

Impedance (Ohm)

where is the applied dc current,
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Figure 3.15: Measured impedance of regular and nano-patterned tunable SWS
at different external DC current.
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is the width of the central line of the CPW.
This approximation should be very good for Ampere’s field across the sample as the 90%
of this magnetic field will be interacting with the material.
The value of ampere’s field can be calculated as,

.

In section 3.5.1, a magnetic anisotropy of 45.75KA/m has been calculated for the
nano-patterns used in this dissertation without the application of DC current. The external
magnetic field created by 150mA DC current is a significant value compared to the
inherent and shape anisotropy i.e. the external magnetic field is a significant reason for
the change in magnetic anisotropy. The change in different DC current results in different
Ampere’s field which changes the net magnetic moment of the ferro-magnetic thin film
i.e. the magnetic anisotropy changes. Thus the tuning of the inductance value was
achieved using the external magnetic field.

Joule heating effect can be another source for the magnetic anisotropy change.
Due to the application of DC current, the heat was generated which was calculated from
the resistance change of the Gold transmission line [101]. The increase in temperature
due to the Joule heating effect decreased the saturation magnetization, Ms. Total magnetic
anisotropy decreases with the decrease in saturation magnetization. Moreover, thermal
effects like domain reconfiguration [102], and domain wall depinnning [103] can induce
domain and tilt the magnetization away from the easy axis which contributes to FMR
frequency shift [54].
Resistance of the structure can be defined as,
Where

is the resistance at the final temperature, ,
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(

)

3.5

is the resitance at initial temperature,
is the temperature co-efficient of the Au which is 3.4
The resitance of the device-A at initial temperature was initially measured as 8Ω while
that resistance was increased to 8.5Ω at 250mA. If the initial temperature of the device is
considered as 27⁰ C, the final temperature of the device is calculated as 45⁰C using
equation 3.5.
The saturation magnetization of the ferro-magnetic material can be defined as :
( )
Where

( )

3.6

( ) is the saturation magnetization at final temperature, T

is the curie temperature which is 450⁰C for Py.
The saturation magnetization of the Py at final temperature is calculated as .9683

i.e.

3.16% change. The effect of the small change in saturation magnetization at total
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Figure 3.16: Measured S21 of 200nm thick Py tunable slow wave structure with
different DC current.
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magnetic anisotropy is very small as it is one of the three components contributing to
magnetic anisotropy. The highest change in the saturation magnetization among all the
experments performed in this dissertation was calculated as 5.33% which is also
negligible. It can be concluded that the change of the magnetic anisotropy as well as the
FMR frequency in this dissertaion is due to the external magnetic field mainly, not
because of the Joule heating effect.
For device B, the 100nm and 200nm thick Py was used for the same device and
Py dimensions as described in the previous section. The FMR frequency for 100nm thick
Py was observed at 3.6GHz. The results for device B were characterized and analyzed at
a center frequency of 2GHz which is smaller than the FMR frequency. Table 3.3
summarizes the value of inductance for 100nm thick Py enabled slow wave structure for
different DC current applications. At 2GHz, the value of inductance per unit length
increased from 1067.2nH/m to 1162.7nH/m for the introduction of 100nm thick micropatterned Py which was decreased to 1138.5nH/m by the application 50mA of DC

Figure 3.17: Measured phase shift of 100nm thick micro patterned Py tunable SWS.
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Table 3.3: Values of Inductance for the device without and with 100nm Py under
different DC bias current
Frequency (GHZ)

1

1.25

1.5

1.75

2

2.25

2.5

Regular (nH/m)

1071.7

1066.1

1061.9

1066.5

1067.2

1065.2

1065.2

Tunable at 0mA
(nH/m)
Tunable at 50mA
(nH/m)
Tunable at 100mA
(nH/m)
Tunable at 150mA
(nH/m)

1199.3

1184.5

1172.8

1167.8

1162.7

1151.5

1144.9

1183.4

1167.5

1151.3

1144.8

1138.5

1127.5

1120.8

1132.0

1122.6

1113.9

1112.3

1109.2

1104.2

1101.4

1103.9

1108.7

1094.3

1095.1

1094.2

1090.4

1089.4

Table 3.4: Values of Inductance for the device without and with 200nm Py under
different DC bias current
Freq. (GHZ)

1

1.25

1.5

1.75

2

2.25

2.5

Regular (nH/m)

1071.7 1066.1

1061.9

1066.5

1067.2

1065.2

1065.2

Tunable at 0mA
(nH/m)
Tunable at 50mA
(nH/m)
Tunable at 100mA
(nH/m)
Tunable at 150mA
(nH/m)

1256.2 1244.9

1229.1

1211.6

1193.0

1162.3

1140.0

1237.8 1228.3

1212.9

1196.4

1180.7

1152.3

1131.0

1213.0 1202.6

1187.5

1169.4

1151.5

1123.4

1103.7

1171.0 1161.2

1145.3

1130.4

1117.2

1099.2

1088.3

current. The decrease of inductance value is because of the decrease in anisotropy field
due to external magnetic anisotropy. The application of different DC current value
resulted in different inductance value as summarized in Table 3.3 while the capacitance
value was almost fixed throughout the experiments.
The equivalent quarter wavelength for the slow wave structure in device B was
calculated as 4.97mm at 2GHz. The phase shift created by an equivalent λ/4 slow wave
structure was calculated and analyzed. The 4.97mm long, 100nm thick Py enabled slow
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Figure 3.18: Measured phase shift of 200nm thick micro patterned Py tunable SWS.
wave structure demonstrated a 90⁰ phase shift at 1.84GHz which was tuned to any value
in between 1.84GHz to 2GHz by suitable selection of DC current. Figure 3.17 shows the
phase shift created by a 4.97mm long tunable slow wave structure with different DC
current.
The S-parameters of the 200nm thick Py enable slow wave structure is presented
at Figure 3.16. The FMR frequency was observed at 3.2GHz which is decreased due to
increase in eddy current loss and shape anisotropy in the ferro-magnetic thin film. The
thicker Py increased the inductance value from 1067.2nH/m to 1193nH/m. The
inductance increment was higher than the 100nm thick Py structure due to increase of the
magnetic material per unit volume while the capacitance value was also almost fixed.
With the application of 50mA, 100mA and 150mA DC current, the inductance value
changed to 1180.7nH/m, 1151.5nH/m and 1117.2nH/m. Application of 200nm thick
micro patterned Py on top of equivalent 4.97mm long slow wave structure changed the
center frequency from 1.80GHz to 2GHz as shown in Figure 3.18. Suitable selection of
DC current can result in any center frequency in between the frequency range. The
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insertion loss due to the introduction of ferro-magnetic thin film is less than 0.3dB
throughout the dissertation. The use of patterned Py in place of continuous thin film
decreased the eddy current through it which kept the insertion loss at a very low value.

3.10 SUMMARY
Nano-patterned Py enabled slow wave structure demonstrated an FMR frequency
of 6.3GHz and increased the inductance density from 879nH/m to 961nH/m (i.e. 9.3 %.).
At 4GHz, the simple slow wave structure decreased the equivalent quarter wavelength
from 7.43mm to 4.19mm while the ferro magnetic thin film decreased the size from
4.19mm to 4.01mm. The tuning of the center frequency from 3.81GHz to 4GHz was
achieved by applying 150mA DC current.
The 200nm thick micro-patterned Py increased the inductance density from
1067.2nH/m to 1193nH/m (i.e. 13%) while FMR frequency was reduced to 3.2GHz. The
well designed slow wave structure decreased the equivalent length from 14.86mm to
4.97mm at 2GHz which was reduced further to 4.70mm using Py. The tunable slow wave
structure showed the tuning of the frequency by any value in between 1.80GHz to 2GHz
(i.e. 10%) using DC current.
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CHAPTER 4
FERRO-ELECTRIC THIN FILM INTEGRATION FOR CAPACITANCE
TUNING

In the previous chapter, the ferro-magnetic thin film was integrated to increase
and tune the inductance value only. The capacitance of SWS needs to be increased to
keep the characteristics impedance the same with improved slow wave effect and
frequency tuning range. In this chapter, the ferro-electric thin film, Lead Zirconium
Titanate (PZT) has been integrated in the slow wave structure. The fundamental concepts
of capacitance in a co-planar waveguide structure have been discussed followed by the
ferro-electric thin film property. As the PZT is normally used in the vertical structures,
several issues e.g. adhesion and the lattice mismatching were observed during the
implementation of PZT in the co-planar devices which were solved by using a nonconducting intermediate layer of silicon di-oxide. The growth of the ferro-electric thin
film has been described with all the necessary conditions. Due to the thermal mismatch of
the different layers, an optimization was necessary to achieve a well crystallized thin film
with no cracks; crystallization steps have been modified to achieve the goal. The
crystallization, phase and orientation of the ferro-magnetic thin film have been confirmed
by X-ray diffraction. The ferroelectric thin film has been selectively etched from the
sample to fabricate the PZT tunable slow wave structure. The measured results have
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shown the increment and tuning of the capacitance. In this chapter, both the ferromagnetic and ferro-electric thin films have been integrated simultaneously to demonstrate
wider tuning range and higher slow wave effect while keeping the characteristics
impedance almost same.

4.1 CAPACITANCE
The capacitance of a coplanar wave guide transmission line is given by the
following formula [90]:
(

)
(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

4.1

)

(

4.2

)

√

4.3
4.4

√
where

4.5
,

,

and

are the modulus of complete elliptic integral,

S is the width of the signal conductor,
W is the gap in between signal and ground conductor.
is height of the substrate.
is the real dielectric constant of the substrate.
is the dielectric constant in free space.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated electric field with and without ferro-electric thin film.
All the parameters except the relative di-electric constant are dependent on device
dimensions i.e. a material with high and changeable dielectric constant is necessary to
implement a compact and tunable slow wave structure.

4.2 FERRO-ELECTRIC THIN FILM
The property of spontaneous electric polarization that can be changed by the
application of an external electric field is called the ferro-electricity [104,
105]. Ferroelectric materials possess a polarization even in absence of an electric field
which makes it different from the dielectric and para-electric materials. The dielectric
constant of the ferro-electric material is very high as the electric field passes through

Figure 4.2: Polarization curve of a typical ferro electric material. [106]
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them more easily. They demonstrate the ferro-electricity only below a certain temperature
(Curie temperature, Tc) which is well above the room temperature. The polarization curve
of a ferro-electric material has a very high and changeable slope i.e. high and tunable
dielectric constant is expected. The electric field can be generated by applying a
particular voltage, V in between a fixed distance, d.

4.2

If the gap in between the signal and ground is kept fixed, electric field changes
with the applied voltage. The change in electric field results in different polarization
which changes the dielectric constant value i.e. different capacitance value. Thus, the
ferro-electric thin film has the potential to improve the slow wave effect by increasing the
C value and make the device workable at different frequencies by changing the thin film
property with the help of electric field. There are many ferro-electric materials like
Barium Strontium Titanate (BST), Lead Zirconium Titanate (PZT), Barium Titanate,
Lead Titanate etc.

4.3 PZT (LEAD ZIRCONIUM TITANATE)
Lead Zirconium Titanate (PZT) is a ferroelectric, intermetallic, inorganic
compound which changes the electric polarization with the application of an electric
field. The chemical formula of PZT is Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 (0≤x≤1) and dielectric constant is
extremely large when x=0.52 [107]. Higher number of allowable domain states is mainly
responsible for the increased piezoelectric response and polarizing efficiency near
x=0.52. At morphotropic phase boundary, all the 6 possible domain states from the
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tetragonal phase and the 8 possible domain states from the rhombohedral phase are
equally favorable energetically [108]. Dielectric constant of PZT can be as high as 980
near DC [109] and this value depends on the thickness of the film, crystal orientation,
material composition, frequency etc.

4.4 GROWTH OF LEAD ZIRCONIUM TITANATE
There are several methods to grow the ferro-electric thin film, PZT: Chemical
Vapor Deposition (CVD), Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Sol-gel Chemical Method
and Sputtering etc. In this dissertation, the sol gel method was used to grow the PZT thin
film as it is the most convenient and less expensive method. In sol-gel method, the
solution was prepared first followed by the growth of an intermediate layer as needed.
The PZT solution was spun over the sample and rotated at a very high speed to make a
uniform layer. Two stages of temperature treatment are required:

pyrolysis and

crystallization.

4.4.1 SOLUTION PREPARATION
A 1.169ml Zirconium (IV) propoxide solution was added into 10ml 2methoxyethanol (2-MOE) and the solution was stirred for 30 minutes. A 1.731ml of
Titanium (IV) isopropoxide was added into the solution then and stirred for another 30
minutes. A 3.359gm of Lead (II) acetate trihydrate was added into the solution and stirred
for 1 hour at 150⁰C. Heating and stirring was very important for the solubility of the
different chemicals. Hot plate was turned off and solution was stirred for 2 more hours
without any heating to make the solution ready. This ratio of chemical solution was
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intended for a PZT thin film thickness of 100nm. In order to increase the thickness, the
ratio of the solvent (2-MOE) will have to be decreased. The solution was kept in a dark
bottle so that the light can’t cause any decomposition. If the solution is not precipitated, it
can be used for several times. It’s better to heat and stir the solution to increase the
solubility in case it is made long time ago.

4.4.2 GROWTH OF SiO2
In case of sol gel PZT growth, the most common practice is to use LaNiO3 (LNO)
or Platinum (Pt) as an intermediate layer between the PZT and the substrate. It helps to
grow a good quality PZT thin film as the crystal orientation of LNO or Pt matches mostly
with that of PZT. All the applications which used LNO or Pt are the vertical devices
where higher conductivity of LNO and Pt adds further advantages of low loss. The
intended tunable slow wave structure in this dissertation is a coplanar device where
higher conductivity of LNO and Pt will short the signal and ground conductor which will
reflect back the original signal. This shortcoming restricted the use of LNO or Pt as an

Signal

PZT
LNO/Pt
Ground
Figure 4.3: Conventional growth of PZT thin film on top of conducting LNO or Pt.

Ground

PZT

Signal

SiO2

PZT

Ground

SiO2

Figure 4.4: Growth of PZT on non-conducting SiO2 for coplanar devices.
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Figure 4.5: Adhesion problem of PZT on direct silicon substrate.
intermediate layer in between Si andAdhesion
PZT. Attempts
Problem were taken to grow the PZT on top
Si directly, however, due to poor adhesion between Si and PZT an additional SiO2 layer
had to be grown. SiO2 was grown by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) process where the
temperature was kept at 1000⁰C for 10min. The thickness of SiO2 was measured using
Filmetrics and found to be approximately 15nm-20nm. The outcome was improved while
maintaining the insulating characteristics.

4.4.3 CRYSTALLIZATION OF PZT
The solution was spun over the sample and rotated at 6000rpm for 1min where
high rotating speed helped the thin film to grow uniformly. The sample was kept inside

Before Crystallization

After Crystallization

Figure: 4.6 Image showing the cracks on PZT thin film.
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the oxidation chamber at 300⁰C for 20min which is called the pyrolysis; the step where
moisture comes out of the thin film before crystallization. The temperature of the furnace
was taken to 650⁰C for crystallization after pyrolysis. During the crystallization process,
the continuous flow of O2 gas was maintained; approximately 20 bubbles per minutes. If
the flow of O2 was too high, temperature would not go up; the thin film would not be
crystallized. On the other hand if the flow of the O2 was too low, the required
PZT{Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3} would not be formed as it would be more conducting which is
unexpected. After the crystallization at 650⁰C, some cracks were found on the thin film
as shown in Figure 4.6 which occurred due to mismatch of the constituent materials, e.g.
the thermal co-efficient of PZT, SiO2 and Si are 11 10-6 /⁰C, 5 10-7 /⁰C, 2.6 10-6 /⁰C
respectively. As apparent, PZT expands 4 times more than Si and 20 times more than
SiO2 which resulted in cracks. The sudden increase of temperature is responsible for the
cracks. Therefore, the temperature was decreased to 500⁰C that showed no cracks.
However, the XRD spectrum showed the material was not crystallized as shown in Figure
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Figure 4.7: X-ray diffraction of PZT thin film after crystalizing at 500⁰C.
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Figure 4.8: The temperature profile during the crystallization of PZT.
4.7[110,111].
The temperature was varied step by step to achieve the crystallization while
maintaining no cracks. The temperatures were set at 500⁰C, 550⁰C, 615⁰C, 550⁰C,
500⁰C, 300⁰C and 0⁰C while a wait time of 30 minutes were maintained after achieving
each temperature step. Finally the sample was let to cool down over night after setting the
temperature at 0⁰C. The gradual treatment of heat during the crystallization process
ended up with a sample having no cracks as shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.9: X-ray diffraction of PZT thin film after crystalizing at 615⁰C.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed to reveal the crystallographic
structure of the films and their preferred orientation. The XRD pattern of the PZT shown
in Figure 4.9 illustrates that the PZT thin film was crystallized in the perovskite phase,
and no pyrochlore phase was detected. Moreover, the presence of the strong peak at 22.4º
indicates that the film has a (100) preferential orientation. Perovskite is the type of
orientation which shows ferro-electricity property whereas pyrochlore phase doesn’t
show the ferro-electricity; moreover pyrochlore phase is conducting in nature. As per
composition, the PZT grown by the sol-gel method was approximately Pb[Zr0.65Ti0.35]O3.
4.5 PZT ENABLED TUNABLE SLOW WAVE STRUCTURE
The ferro-electric thin film, PZT was used along with simple slow wave structure
to make a compact tunable slow wave structure. The higher dielectric constant of PZT
increased the capacitance value i.e. slow wave effect is improved. Moreover, the electric
field created by DC voltage was applied across the PZT to change the property of the thin
film which changed the capacitance value while keeping the inductance same. The
change of capacitance value demonstrates the function of the device at multiple
frequencies.

Figure 4.10: Tunable SWS enabled with PZT and zoom in view of PZT film.
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4.6 FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
PZT thin film was grown on high resistivity Si Substrate keeping SiO2 as an intermediate
layer. PZT was selectively etched and kept between wide signal conductor and ground
only. The solution of BHF: HCl: NH4Cl:H20 (1:2:4:40) was used to etch the thin film and
the etch rate was determined to be 60nm/minute [112]. Simple SWS of 0.9µm-1µm thick
Gold (Au) was fabricated using optical lithography as shown in Figure 4.10. The
dimensions of slow wave structure are as follows:
Total length of the device, L is 450µm,
Width of the narrow conductor section, W1 is 5µm,
Width of the wide conductor section, W2 is 10µm,
Length of the narrow conductor section, L1 is 50µm,
Length of the wide conductor section, L2 is 50µm,
Gap in between ground conductors, G is 150µm,
Thickness of the metal, t is 1µm
Dimension of the PZT thin film was measured to be as 50µm

25µm

110nm.

SOLT calibration was performed to de-embed the losses from cables, connectors

Figure 4.11 Measurement set up showing the external DC voltage application.
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Table: 4.1 Inductance values of regular and tunable SWS at different external DC
voltage
Frequency (GHZ)

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Regular (nH/m)

897

887

882

879

879

879

877

Tunable at 0V (nH/m)

907

898

890

890

891

892

890

Tunable at 10V (nH/m)

904

893

888

887

890

889

885

Tunable at 20V (nH/m)

904

891

885

885

888

888

884

Table: 4.2 Capacitance values of regular and tunable SWS at different external
DC voltage
Frequency (GHZ)

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Regular (pF/m)

252

252

252

252

251

252

252

Tunable at 0V (pF/m)

269

267

266

264

262

261

260

Tunable at 10V (pF/m)

260

259

258

257

255

254

254

Tunable at 20V (pF/m)

257

256

256

254

253

253

253

and probes. External DC voltage using bias-tee was applied across the signal and ground
conductors. As the electric field created by DC voltage applies across the PZT thin film,
it polarizes the thin film and changes the capacitance value.
4.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: PZT ENABLED TUNABLE SWS-SET 1
The inductance and capacitance value of regular and PZT tunable slow wave structure is
summarized in Table 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. A very small change of inductance is noticeable
due to the introduction of the PZT as it is not ferromagnetic material; moreover the application of
DC voltage didn’t change the inductance value either. In Figure 4.13, the phase shift of

regular and tunable SWS at different bias voltage is demonstrated. A simple slow wave
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Figure 4.12: Electric field distribution in a CPW transmission line [90].
structure reduced the quarter wavelength size from 7.43mm to 4.19mm at 4GHz without
any thin film. The application of PZT shifted the center frequency of an equivalent
4.19mm long line from 4GHz to 3.90GHz by increasing the capacitance value from
251nF/m to 262nF/m which shows the promise of this structure as tunable slow wave
element. However, the capacitance increment achieved by this structure is only 4.38%
while the frequency tuning range was limited to only 2.5%.
The small change in the capacitance value or frequency tuning can be a result of
several factors. PZT was a little bit over etched during patterning by wet etching;

Phase Shift (Degree)

-80

Only Metal
Tunable 0V
Tunable 10V
Tunable 20V
0
-90 Line

-90

-100

-110
3.6

3.8

4.0

4.2

4.4

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4.13: Measured phase shift of regular and PZT tunable SWS with different DC
voltage.
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Ground

PZT
Signal

Figure 4.14: SEM photo of SWS with reduced gap between wide signal and ground
(left) and zoom in view (right).
polycrystalline PZT material can be an issue also. Electric field required to reach the
saturation is approximately 40KV/mm; however, the applied electric field due to this
designed structure was 1KV/mm as 20V DC was applied across 20µm gap. Moreover, in
case of a CPW transmission line, most of the electric field goes through the air as shown
in Figure 4.12.

4.7.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: PZT ENABLED TUNABLE SWS-SET 2
As the large gap between the wide signal conductor and ground was the main
reason to achieve low capacitance value and small tuning range, another set of PZT
tunable slow wave structure has been introduced as shown in Figure 4.14. The total
length of the SWS was 936µm while the length and width of the narrow section was
84µm and 7µm respectively. The length of the wide section was kept as 20µm while the
width is varied according to the requirement. The gap between the wide signal conductor
and extended ground was kept as 1µm. A thinner (100nm) metal has been used at the
edge to fabricate the small gap between two metals (wide signal and ground) and the PZT
is kept below the wide section responsible for capacitance. The goal of this design was to
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Figure 4.15: Microscope photo of SWS employing interdigitated capacitor structure
at wide sections.
increase the linkage of E-field between signal and ground. This effort resulted in 7%
increment in capacitance value which is better than 4.38% achieved by the previous set of
structures.

4.7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: PZT ENABLED TUNABLE SWS-SET-3
The wide section which contributes to capacitance value was changed in third set
of structures to increase the capacitance by a big margin. The length and width of the

Figure 4.16: Microscope photo of PZT tunable SWS employing interdigitated
capacitor structure with PZT beneath the metal and zoom in view (right).
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Table 4.3: Capacitance values of SWS CPW with PZT under different DC voltage
Frequency (GHZ)

1

1.25

1.5

1.75

2

2.25

2.5

Regular (nF/m)

.608

.603

.596

.593

.591

.589

.588

Tunable at 0V (nF/m)

.976

.912

.858

.824

.817

.804

.801

Tunable at 2V (nF/m)

.854

.836

.818

.815

.797

.799

.784

Tunable at 5V (nF/m)

.778

.780

.771

.763

.764

.760

.756

Tunable at 10V (pF/m)

.678

.677

.677

.672

.678

.679

.678

Tunable at 15V (nF/m)

.662

.662

.663

.663

.665

.664

.663

narrow section was 70µm and 7µm respectively while the total length of the wide section
was 20µm. This wide section was modified as Interdigitated Capacitor (IDC) where the
width of the signal and ground was 5µm and the gap between them was 3µm. Figure 4.15
shows the IDC structure where more E-field reaches from the signal to ground conductor
i.e. capacitance is increased by a big margin. Moreover, more E-field will pass through
the PZT to tune the frequency of the structure during the application of DC voltage.

The ferro-electric thin film PZT was grown by sol-gel method and selectively
etched to keep below the wide section only in a SWS utilizing interdigitated capacitor as
shown in Figure 4.16. Table 4.3 summarizes the capacitance value per unit length from
1GHz to 2.5GHz as the micro-patterned Py allowed the operation until the 3.2GHz by
ferro-magnetic resonance. The capacitance per unit length increased from 0.591nF/m to
0.817nF/m by the application of PZT which was changed further by different DC voltage
as shown in Table 4.4. The capacitance is defined by the change of the electric charge for
a corresponding change in voltage. The change of voltage also takes place very fast as the
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frequency goes higher. The electric charge can’t respond as quickly as the voltage is
changed which results in low capacitance value at higher frequency as evident from the
list. The quarter wave length of a transmission was reduced from 14.86mm to 4.97mm at
2GHz using slow wave methods without any thin film which was further reduced to
4.23mm by applying the thin film.
The frequency, at which a 4.97mm long slow wave structure creates a 90⁰ phase
shift, is termed as center frequency. The center frequency was shifted from 2GHz to
1.75GHz with the introduction of PZT as the ferro-electric thin film increases
capacitance. The application of different DC voltage changed the property of the thin film
i.e. different capacitance value was measured. The center frequency was tuned to any
value between 1.75GHz to 2GHz by suitable selection of DC voltage. The ferro-electric
thin film enabled slow wave structure demonstrated slow wave improvement and wider
tuning of frequency.
Table 4.4: Capacitance values and equivalent quarter wave length of SWS with
PZT under different DC voltage
C

λ/4

(pF/m)

(mm)

SWS with no PZT

591

4.97

PZT tunable SWS at 0V

817

4.23

PZT tunable SWS at 2V

797

4.28

PZT tunable SWS at 5V

764

4.37

PZT tunable SWS at 10V

678

4.64

PZT tunable SWS at 15V

665

4.69

Structures
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Figure 4.17: Measured S-parameter (top) and phase shift (bottom) of PZT enabled
slow wave structures under different DC voltages.
4.8 BOTH PERMALLOY AND PZT ENABLED SLOW WAVE STRUCTURE
The tunability of SWS was demonstrated by using Py and PZT separately in the
previous sections where Py has changed the L value and PZT has changed the C value.
Characteristics impedance of the structure was also changed from the reference value
which can be addressed by tuning both L and C value simultaneously thereby decreasing
the mismatch loss of the total circuit board. Moreover, the slow wave factor and
frequency tuning range will be even higher.
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4.9 FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT SETUP
Two different sets of Py and PZT tunable slow wave structures were fabricated
e.g. SET-1 and SET-2. The PZT and metal were patterned the same way as described in
previous section. The ferro magnetic thin film, Py was deposited on top of narrow
portioned signal line using DC magnetron sputtering. Py was patterned in the sub
micrometer range by E-beam lithography and micrometer range by optical lithography.
The devices were measured and results were evaluated in the same way as described in
previous section. Two separate power sources have been used here in order to tune both L
and C. One current source is connected in between two signal probes and made it work as
a current source which applied the current through the signal conductor thereby changing
the L value. Another voltage source was connected in between the signal and ground
probe of the same port which applied DC voltage across the PZT and tuned the C value.
Figure 4.18 shows a simultaneous demonstration of DC voltage and DC current
application in the SWS. Implementation of both the DC current and DC voltage is
performed simultaneously for the first time.

Figure 4.18: Measurement set up and bias tee connection showing the application of
both external DC voltage and DC current.
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Figure 4.19: Fabricated CPW structure with thin films and the zoom-in view of patterned
Py (upper inset) and PZT (lower inset).

4.10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: SET-1
For SET-1, simple SWS with a total length of 450µm was fabricated. The length
of narrow and wide conductor section was 50µm each while the width of the narrow and
signal conductors was 5µm and 110µm. The gap in between two ground conductors was
kept at 150µm. The dimension of the Py bars was 10µm 150nm 100nm while the gap
in between the Py bars was 100nm. The nano patterning of Py showed an FMR frequency
of 6.3GHz. The PZT was etched and kept in between the wide portioned signal conductor
Regular CPW
Tunable CPW
Tunable CPW
Tunable CPW
Tunable CPW

-0.16
-0.18

S21 (dB)

-0.20

0mA 0V
50mA 10V
100mA 20V
150mA 20V

-0.22
-0.24
-0.26
-0.28
-0.30
-0.32
0

2

4

6

8

10

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4.20: Measured S-parameter of tunable transmission line under different
DC bias currents.
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Table: 4.5 Inductance values of regular and tunable SWS under different external DC
current and voltage
Frequency (GHZ)

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Regular L (nH/m)

897

887

882

879

879

879

877

Tunable L at 0mA 0V(nH/m)

993

983

981

972

961

957

949

Tunable L at 150mA 20V(nH/m)

944

933

929

918

909

903

898

Tunable L at 100mA 20V(nH/m)

955

943

940

931

920

914

908

Tunable L at 50mA 10V(nH/m)

979

967

965

956

947

941

935

Table: 4.6 Capacitance values of regular and tunable SWS at different external DC
current and Voltage
Frequency (GHZ)
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Regular C (pF/m)

252

252

252

252

251

252

252

Tunable C at 0mA (pF/m)

265

264

264

262

262

261

261

Tunable C at 150mA 20V(pF/m)

257

256

256

254

253

251

249

Tunable C at 1000mA 20V(pF/m)

257

256

256

255

253

251

249

Tunable C at 50mA 10V(pF/m)

260

259

258

257

255

252

250

and ground only. The approximate shape of the PZT after etching was 50µm

µm

while the thickness of the PZT was measured to be around 110nm by Dektak surface
profilometer. A total image of the tunable SWS is presented at Figure 4.19.
The measured S-parameters as shown in Figure 4.20 demonstrate an FMR
frequency of 6.3GHz. The measured inductance and capacitance value of regular and
tunable SWS for different conditions are summarized in Table 4.5 and 4.6. Figure 4.21
shows the phase shift and impedance of the tunable SWS at different conditions.
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Figure 4.21: Phase shift and impedance of both Py and PZT tunable SWS with
applied DC voltage and DC current.
Increment of both L and C value is noticeable as two separate thin films have been used.
Inductance is increased from 879nH/m to 961nH/m which C is increased from 251pF/m
to 262pF/m at 4GHz due to the introduction of thin films only. Using the slow wave
methods, the size of a quarter wavelength line is reduced from 7.43mm to 4.19mm. That
means an equivalent 4.19mm long transmission line creates a 90⁰ phase shift at 4GHz;
the center frequency is shifted from 4GHz to 3.73GHz by using both Py and PZT.
Simultaneous introduction of 150mA DC current and 20V DC voltage shifted the
frequency to 3.94GHz as both L and C decreases with the increase of current and voltage.
Suitable selection of current and voltage can result in any frequency in between 3.73GHz
to 4GHz.
The implemented transmission line can also be used to design impedance
matching network also as shown in Figure 4.21. Different selection of DC current and
DC voltage can result in wide variety impedance value. The higher tuning range of L and
C value can provide wider tuning range of impedance in an impedance matching
network. Table 4.7 summarizes all the values of inductance, capacitance, characteristics
impedance, equivalent quarter wavelength frequency for selected DC bias conditions.
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Table 4.7: Summary of results for Py and PZT tunable SWS (Set-1)
Structure

VDC

IDC

L

C

Z0

Freq.

( V)

(mA)

nH/m)

(pF/m)

(Ω)

(GHz)

Regular CPW

0

0

897

253

59.5

4

Tunable CPW

0

0

961

262

60.5

3.75

Tunable CPW

10

50

947

258

60.6

3.8

Tunable CPW

20

100

920

254

60.3

3.9

4.10.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: SET-2
For SET-2, the 200nm thick micro patterned Py was used on top narrow portioned
signal conductor. The width and length of the narrow signal section was 7µm and 84µm
while the length of wide signal conductor was 20µm. The dimension of the micro
patterned Py was 10µm

17µm which ensured the operation until 3.2GHz. In case of

wide conductor section, the same interdigitated capacitor (IDC) structure was used as
described in the previous chapters. Figure 4.22 shows a complete tunable slow wave

Figure 4.22: Microscope photo of tunable slow wave structure with both Py and
PZT for SET-2.
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Table 4.8: Summary of results for Py and PZT tunable SWS (Set-2)
L

C

Z0

λ/4

(nH/m)

(nF/m)

(Ohm)

(mm)

Regular CPW

1067.2

0.591

42.48

4.98

Tunable at 0mA 0V

1209.7

0.816

38.49

3.98

Tunable at 0mA 2V

1203.1

0.798

38.83

4.03

Tunable at 50mA 5V

1169.3

0.764

39.12

4.18

Tunable at 100mA 10V

1139.5

0.678

40.99

4.50

Tunable at 200mA 15V

1118.0

0.664

40.62

4.63

Structure

structure employing both micro-patterned Py and PZT.
The measured S-parameters of the Py and PZT tunable slow wave structure
demonstrate an FMR frequency of 3.2GHz as shown in Figure 4.23. The inductance per
unit length increased from 1067.2nH/m to 1209.7nH/m and the capacitance per unit
length increased from 0.591nF/m to 0.816nF/m at 2GHz. The equivalent quarter
wavelength was reduced from 14.86mm to 4.97mm using slow wave methods which are
further decreased to 3.98mm using two different thin films. All the calculations are made
based on the equivalent length of 4.97mm and the frequency at which this equivalent
length creates a 90⁰ phase shift is termed as center frequency. The introduction of the Py
and PZT thin films reduced the center frequency to 1.5GHz. The suitable selection of DC
voltage and current can result in any center frequency between 1.5GHz to 2GHz (i.e.
25% tuning). The characteristics impedance value was fixed between 38.49Ω to 42.48Ω
for the introduction of the thin film and DC sources.
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Figure 4.23: Measured S-parameter and phase shift of tunable slow wave structure
with both Py and PZT for SET-2.
4.11 SUMARRY
In this chapter, the slow wave effect and frequency tuning of the PZT tunable
slow wave structure have been investigated and demonstrated using three sets of tunable
structures. The simple slow wave structure using PZT between large signal-ground gap
showed an increment of capacitance by 4.38% and frequency tuning by 2.5%. With the
help of microwave theory and techniques, the equivalent quarter wavelength was
decreased from 7.43mm to 4.19mm at 2GHz while the PZT decreased the size further
from 4.19mm to 4.11mm. The capacitance increment by 7% was achieved decreasing the
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gap in between signal and ground to 1µm. The IDC type structure showed a big
increment of capacitance value to 36% which tuned the center frequency by 15% (2GHz1.7GHz). These slow structures decreased the equivalent quarter wavelength from
14.86mm to 4.23mm using slow wave techniques and PZT.
Finally, the two sets of slow wave structure are implemented with both the Py and
PZT. For the first set of results, an inductance increment of 9.32%, capacitance increment
of 4.38% and a frequency tuning of 6.75% (4GHz to 3.73GHz) has been achieved. In
terms of the size, it reduced the quarter wavelength from 7.43mm to 4.20mm by
microwave techniques and 4.20mm to 3.93mm by the thin films. Final set of tunable slow
wave structure utilizing thick micro patterned Py and PZT with IDC increased the
inductance and capacitance density by 13.3% and 36%. It represented a frequency tuning
of 25% (2GHz to 1.5GHz) where both the DC current and DC voltage is used
simultaneously to change the property of the ferro-magnetic and ferro-electric thin film.
For a particular frequency, the equivalent quarter wavelength is reduced from 14.86mm
to 4.97mm and 4.97mm to 3.98mm by microwave techniques and thin films respectively.
Throughout the experiments, the characteristics impedance of the structure is kept fixed
between 38.49Ω to 42.48Ω which is very essential from design perspective.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF THE THIN FILMS IN RADIO FREQUENCY
COMPONENTS

In this chapter, the ferro-magnetic thin film has been implemented in various
passive components which were one of the main motivations of this dissertation. The
ferro-magnetic thin film has been first utilized to suppress the electromagnetic noise of
the system. The frequency of the suppression peak has been tuned to different frequencies
changing the Permalloy shape and the DC current applied. The results of the noise
suppressor have been compared and analyzed with the conventional noise suppressors. In
the next section, a detailed study of the Permalloy patterning has been presented to
evaluate the use of Py in microwave devices. The width, gap, length and thickness of the
Py have been changed to observe their effect on FMR frequency and inductance density
which are the deciding factors in microwave applications. A tunable band pass filter has
been implemented with both Py and PZT where the pass band frequency is tuned by the
ferro-magnetic thin film. The design of the filter has been modified to make it compatible
for thin film application. The tunable meander line inductor with various turns has also
been designed, fabricated and characterized. Py has been deposited and patterned on top
of the meander line inductor to increase the inductance density until 4.9GHz. Inductance
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density of the meander line inductor has been tuned by applying different DC bias
current.

5.1 DC CURRENT TUNABLE NOISE SUPPRESSOR
One of the main problems towards the modern technological advancement is the
electromagnetic noise. A noise suppressor is a transmission line that passes the signal in
the designed frequency range and stops the higher order noise harmonics. Py exhibits
ferro magnetic resonance (FMR) which can be used to absorb noise. However,
introduction of Py affects pass band characteristics and return loss. A well designed noise
suppressor should have minimum loss at the pass band, a tunable stop band, very low
reflected signal and the least phase shift of transmitted signal. Figure 5.1 demonstrates
the simple function of a noise suppressor. The noise suppressor demonstrated in this
dissertation has the unique properties of using nano-patterned Py thin film. It has made
been made to absorb noise at 6GHz without the application of any external magnetic
field. Moreover, the patterned Py results in less L increment which ensure less mismatch

Without noise
suppressor

Signal and noise
intensity (dB)

Insertion Loss

With noise
suppressor

Signal Frequency

Figure: 5.1: Function of a noise suppressor.
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loss compared to conventional noise suppressors. Eddy current slows through the thin
film which results in higher pass band loss. Here, less eddy current flow is ensured to
minimize the pass band loss.

Figure: 5.2: SEM photo of a fabricated noise suppressor. Inset shows patterned Py.
Length of the Py bars is 10µm. Width and gap in between Py bars are varied. CPW
length, width of signal line and signal-ground gap are 750µm, 5µm and 72.5µm,
respectively. Scale bar is different for inset image.

5.1.1 FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENT: NOISE SUPPRESSOR
The noise suppressors were fabricated using gold structures on top of a high
resistivity (10 kΩ-cm) silicon substrate with 0.9µm Au. Py (100nm) was then deposited
on top of the signal line using DC magnetron sputtering. Chromium of 5–10nm was used
as an adhesion layer between Au and Py. Using e-beam lithography, Py with different
widths and gaps was patterned across the center line of CPW. Figure 5.2 shows a
complete noise suppressor with patterned Py. The S-parameters were measured with a
ZVA67 network analyzer in the frequency range of 0.1-10 GHz. DC current was applied
using bias tee in between two RF probes as shown in Figure 3.11 and 3.12. Standard
SOLT calibration was used to de-embed the losses from cables, connectors and RF
probes. All the dimensions of both metal and Py was provided in the Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Power loss (Ploss/Pin) [a] as well as S21 Phase (degree) and S11 (dB) [b] of
regular structure and noise suppressors of different aspect ratios. Length and Gap in
between Py bars are 10µm and 100nm, respectively. CPW length, width of signal
line and signal-ground gap are 750µm, 5µm and 72.5µm, respectively.
5.1.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: NOISE SUPPRESSOR
The power loss in Figure 5.3(a) calculated from the measured S-parameters
(

(|

|

|

| )) as well as S21 (Phase) and S11 (dB) Figure 3.13(b) are

presented. A demagnetizing field from a device containing the highest aspect ratio
produces an easy axis of magnetization along the long axis, and thus higher FMR
frequency is achieved. Power loss of around 15% for the noise at different frequencies
has been reported in Figure 5.3(a). Pass band loss of 1.5%, signal distortion of less than
2⁰ and additional return loss of only 2dB is generated by the introduction of Py.
The power loss of a noise suppressor depends on both the length of the CPW
structure and the thickness of the ferromagnetic material. A comparison of approximately
calculated Ploss per mm for various CPW structures is summarized at Table 5.1. Lower
power loss (~19.4%) is reported in this section, this is because the thickness of Py is
much smaller compared with the earlier results. Significant increase of Ploss with thicker
ferromagnetic material is achievable as shown in Table 5.2. Use of longer length and
thicker ferromagnetic material in our demonstrated noise suppressor can achieve higher
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Table: 5.1 Comparison of Ploss for different CPW noise suppressors
T-Line

Material and

Reported

Ins. Loss

Ploss

Length

Thickness

Loss

Calc.

Calc.

(mm)

(nm)

(per mm)

(per mm)

15

CoNbZr (1µm)

3 dB

.2 dB

4.5 %

CoZrO (1µm)

4 dB

.266 dB

5.9 %

CoPdAlO (2µm)

17 dB

1.13 dB

22.9 %

15

CoFeAlO (1µm)

20 dB

1.33 dB

26.37 %

15

CoFeAlO (100nm)

5 dB

.33 dB

7.31 %

15

CoNbZr (1µm)

30 dB

2 dB

36.9 %

15

CoNbZr (2µm)

50 dB

3.33 dB

53.5 %

15

CoPdAlO (2µm)

55 dB

3.66 dB

56.94 %

17

CoNbZr (100nm)

2.5 %

.00646 dB

.148 %

17

CoNbZr (1µm)

15 %

.042 dB

1.00 %

.75

NiFe (100nm)

15 %

.941 dB

19.4 %

Ref.

[61]

[57]

[60]

[113]

Our

Table: 5.2 Variation of Ploss with thickness of ferromagnetic materials
Change of Thickness

Change of Loss

Material

Ref.

100nm to 1µm

8% to 40 %

CoNbZr

[61]

100nm to 1µm

7.31% to 26.31%

CoFeAlO

[57]

1µm to 2µm

36.9 % to 53.5 %

CoNbZr

[60]

100nm to 1µm

2.5% to 15%

CoNbZr

[113]
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Figure 5.4: Power loss (Ploss/Pin) of regular structure and noise suppressors with
different gap in between Py bars is shown. Length, width and ground-signal gap of
CPW are 500µm, 10µm and 50µm, respectively. Dimension of Py bar is 10µm X
250nm.
noise suppression. Inductance per unit meter is changed by only 8%. This ensures low
phase variation as well as minimum reflection loss compared to conventional noise
suppressors. Patterned ferromagnetic material keeps the eddy current through it at
minimum level to enhance pass band characteristics.

The effect of gaps between the Py bars is investigated while keeping the
dimension of Py structures fixed. Power loss [Figure 5.4] is depicting the change of stop
band frequency with the gaps between bars. The magnetized shape produces magnetic
charges at the surface. This surface charge distribution acts as a source of a magnetic
field, defined as demagnetizing field (

). It works in opposition to the magnetization

that produces it. With the increase of gap, the demagnetizing field decreases which in
turn increases the shape Anisotropy field. The increase of Anisotropy field increases
FMR frequency as per Kittel’s equation.
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Figure 5.5: Power loss (Ploss/Pin) [a] as well as S21 Phase (degree) and S11 (dB) [b] of
regular structure and noise suppressors with different DC bias current. Dimension of
Py bars is 10µm X 150nm while gap in between them is 100nm.Length, width and
ground-signal gap of CPW are 750µm, 10µm and 72.5µm, respectively.
Finally, suppress band tuning is demonstrated by applying external DC current
from 0mA to 150mA along the signal line. The magnetic field generated here is working
along the hard axis. By introducing 150mA DC current, the noise suppression frequency
is changed from 6GHz to 4.3GHz as shown in Figure 5.5(a) while the pass band loss is
also negligible. Tuning of attenuation dip by using DC current has two advantages over
applying external magnetic field as previously reported. Since Ampere’s fields and Joule
heating effects due to the applied DC current contribute to the shift of FMR, less ampere
field is needed for the same amount of FMR shift. Furthermore, it is more convenient to
apply DC current than external magnetic field in a practical circuit board. The
introduction of Py and DC current results in 2⁰ differential phase shift and 3dB extra
return loss [Figure 5.5b]. This shows the promise of our noise suppressor.
5.1.2 CONCLUSION: NOISE SUPPRESSOR
A tunable noise suppressor at gigahertz frequency is designed, implemented and
demonstrated. The stop band frequency of the designed noise suppressor is tuned by
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1.21GHz with different aspect ratios of Py patterns, and 1.9GHz tuning has been
achieved with different gaps in between Py patterns. Most convenient and efficient
external tuning by applied DC current has shown 1.7GHz tuning range of the noise
suppression frequency. Compared with the structure without Permalloy patterns, the
designed noise suppressor shows better performance with 1.5% of additional pass band
loss, 20 phase variation and 3dB more return loss.

5.2 A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF PERMALLOY PATTERNING FOR RF
APPLICATIONS
Permalloy has been patterned on coplanar waveguide (CPW) structures with
different width, gap and thickness. FMR frequency and inductance density are extracted
from the measured s-parameters. A 60nm thick permalloy has been patterned with a
dimension of 440nm×10µm while the gap between the Py bars is varied from 130300nm, results show an increment of FMR frequency from 4.5 to 5GHz with larger gap
due to less coupling, and reduction of inductance density from 642nH/m to 627nH/m.
Permalloy is also patterned and investigated with the same gap between patterns while
their width varied from 440 to 470nm, measured results have shown that the inductance
density increases from 633nH/m to 645nH/m and FMR frequency reduces from 4.80 to
4.60GHz. Permalloy with different thickness (60-200nm) is also studied, a significant
increase in inductance density (13.5%) has been achieved with thicker film but the FMR
frequency reduces with increasing eddy current loss. In addition, DC current effect on
the inductance density and FMR frequency has been studied. This section also provides a
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Figure 5.6: Structure showing nano-patterning of 70nm Py enabled transmission line.
new way to increase the inductance density by changing configuration and location of
Permalloy patterns. The insertion loss due to the introduction of Py is less than 0.05dB.

5.2.1 FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENT: PERMALLOY STUDY
A simple coplanar wave guide (CPW) transmission line was fabricated on top of
high resistivity (10kΩ-cm) Silicon substrate. The reason of choosing the high-R substrate
was to reduce the dielectric loss. The thickness of the Gold (Au) structures is kept at
1µm. The ferro-magnetic thin film, Py with different thickness (60-200nm) was deposited
on top of the fabricated CPW structure using DC magnetron sputtering. The Ar gas
pressure of the deposition chamber was 2.1mT and temperature was 300K. The
deposition rate was measured to be around 0.023nm/s. 5nm Chromium was used as an
adhesion layer between Au and Py. No external magnet was used during this deposition
process. The Py was patterned with different dimensions in the nano-meter range using
E-beam lithography in order to introduce shape anisotropy. Figure 5.6 shows a CPW
structure with nano-patterned Py. Py was also deposited with different thickness while
keeping the dimension fixed at 10µm× 17µm.
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Figure 5.7: Structure showing micro patterning for thick Py inside the red circle.
Figure 5.7 shows a slow wave structure (SWS) having patterned Py with a
thickness of 100nm and 200nm. The motivation for choosing the SWS was to decrease
the size. Finally, the S parameters were measured with a Rhode & Schwarz ZVA67
network analyzer and the FMR frequency was analyzed. In order to de-embed the losses
coming from cables, connectors and probes, standard SOLT calibration is performed.
Equations were used to extract inductance density of the prospective RF components. A
DC current was applied along the signal line using bias tee in order to tune the inductance
density and FMR frequency of the patterned ferro-magnetic thin films.

5.2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: PERMALLOY STUDY

Figure 5.8: Py patterned beside the signal line
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Table 5.3: Inductance per unit length and FMR frequency for different gap in
between the Py bars
Structure
Width of Py bar
Inductance
FMR
(nm)

(nH/m)

(GHz)

Only Metal

N/A

615

N/A

Gap 300nm

440

627

4.97

Gap 223nm

440

633

4.79

Gap 130nm

444

642

4.51

Table 5.4: Inductance per unit length and FMR frequency for different width of Py
bars
Structure
Gap
L
FMR
(nm)

(nH/m)

(GHz)

Only Metal

N/A

615

0

Width 440nm

223

633

4.79

Width 470nm

230

645

4.60

Table 5.5: Inductance per unit length and FMR frequency for different thickness of
Py bars. The dimension for 60nm thick Py is 440nmX10µm while the dimensions
for 100nm and 200nm Py are same as 17µmX10µm
Thickness of
Inductance increment
FMR
Py

(nH/m)

(GHz)

60nm

4.87%

4.60GHz

100nm

9.03%

3.6GHz

200nm

13.5%

3.2GHz

Table 5.3 shows the inductance density and the FMR frequency of the different Py
patterns for different gap in between the Py bars. Its shows the inductance density
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increases with decreasing gap as the magnetic material per unit volume is increased. But
it ended up with a reduction of the FMR frequency from 4.97GHz to 4.51GHz. This
reduction of FMR frequency is responsible for the coupling introduced from nearby Py
bars. Table 5.4 shows the properties of the patterns having different widths while the gap
in between them is kept fixed. It shows an increment of Inductance density and
decrement of FMR frequency with the increase of the width. The increase of width
decreased the aspect ratio which in turn increases the demagnetizing field acting along
the easy axis of magnetization i.e. FMR frequency is reduced.
The inductance density is increased with the thickness of thin film as well as the
distribution. Figure 5.8 shows a way where Py is distributed between signal and ground
line. It increases the inductance density from 4.87% to 9.03% (100nm) and 13.5%
(200nm). But the FMR is decreased as the eddy current loss is increased due to thickness
ferro magnetic material. A non-conducting layer of AlN in between Py layers could
decrease the FMR frequency.
A DC current which is most feasible in a practical circuit board is applied along
the signal line of the passive component in order to tune the L value and FMR frequency.

Figure 5.9: Extracted inductances of SWS with Py patterns under different DC current.
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The external magnetic field created by this DC current applies along the hard axis of the
magnetic moment. It changes the inductance density value and FMR frequency as shown
in Figure 5.9. The hard axis magnetization decreases the magnetization along the easy
axis, i.e. the shape anisotropy is decreased. This decreases both the L value and FMR
frequency.
5.2.2 CONCLUSION: PERMALLOY STUDY
A complete study of the patterned Py is presented with different widths, gaps and
thickness. The inductance density and FMR frequency which is the main factors in radio
frequency applications are investigated with practical results. The effect of DC current
application on patterned Py is also shown in order to tune the radio frequency
components. This section provides a solution to the high frequency, tunable, low loss
passive component utilizing the ferro magnetic thin films.

5.3 TUNABLE RF BANDPASS FILTER WITH NANO-PATTERNED PERMALLOY
A well designed and fabricated coplanar waveguide (CPW) center frequency
tunable bandpass filter (BPF) at 4GHz enabled with patterned Permalloy (Py) thin film
has been demonstrated. The tunable BPF can be tuned with only DC current without any
external magnetic bias field. Electromagnetic band gap resonators structure BPF is
adopted so that external DC current can be applied to the input and output of the filter for
tuning of Py permeability. Special configurations of resonators with multiple narrow
parallel sections have been considered for larger inductance tunability. 70nm thickness
Py thin film patterned as bars with the dimension of 10µm×444nm is deposited to the top
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Figure 5.10: Microscope photo of band pass filter (left) and zoom in view of parallel
narrow sections with patterned Py thin film.
of the multiple narrow parallel sections without any extra area and components being
introduced. The measurement results show that the center frequency could be tuned from
4GHz to 4.02GHz when the DC current was applied from 0mA to 400mA.
5.3.1 FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENT: BAND PASS FILTER
The tunable BPF was fabricated on high resistivity (10kΩ-cm) silicon substrate to
reduce the dielectric loss. The metal was gold (Au) and the thickness was kept 1µm.
Electromagnetic band gap (EBG) resonators structure BPF [114, 115] is adopted which is
based on several considerations. First, compared with conventional inductor direct
coupling CPW band pass filter [116], EBG structure is more compact, the size of which
is reduced by 60.5% since the length of EBG resonator is far smaller than the
conventional half wavelength resonator. Due to the reduction of the length of the
resonators, the total amount of patterned Py bars deposited on the top of the resonators is
greatly reduced, so the fabrication time and complexity is significantly decreased.
Second, from the equivalent circuit of EBG resonator, the inductance of the BPF is
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Figure 5.11: Device under test on the probe station.
mainly contributed by the central resonating CPW sections with the electrical length of
θ21 [35]. Thus when patterned Py thin film is deposited on the top of those resonating
sections, the inductance of the BPF is affected maximally so that larger inductance
tunability can be acquired. Third, unlike the normal capacitive-coupled resonators
structures, EBG resonator BPF can provides a direct path for DC current from the input
to the output. DC current can be applied directly at the two ends of the BPF to tune the
center frequency with the magnetic field generated towards the hard axis of magnetic
moment. In order to make sure all the DC current can only go through and concentrate on
EBG resonators with Py thin film on it, all the inductive-coupled CPW stubs have been
replaced with open CPW stubs by adding quarter-wavelength CPW lines.
Multiple narrow parallel sections have been configured for central resonating
sections of EBG resonators with the width of each section being 7µm. The maximum
Ampere’s fields generated by DC currents can be estimated with Ampere’s law
, where I is the DC current, w is the width of each narrow section. From the
equation, the smaller the width of the section is, the larger the Ampere’s field towards the
hard axis of magnetic moment is generated; thus more tunability is acquired.
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Figure 5.12: Measured S21 under different DC current applied.
The Py thin film was deposited on the top of each narrow section of fabricated EBG
resonators of the tunable BPF using DC magnetron sputtering and liftoff procedure. The
thickness of Py thin film was 70nm. The ferromagnetic (FMR) frequency of Py thin film
should be larger than the BPF working frequency; thus Py thin film was patterned as slim
bars in the nano-meter range with the dimension of 10µm×444nm using E-beam
lithography to introduce shape anisotropy to increase anisotropy field Hani so that FMR
frequency can be increased according to Kittel equation.

√(

(

)

)(

(

)

)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, Hbias is the bias field, Nx, Ny and Nz are
demagnetization coefficients, and 4πMs is the saturation magnetization. The FMR
frequency has been increased up to 6GHz. The S parameters are measured with a Rhode
& Schwarz ZVA67 network. Standard SOLT calibration is performed to de-embed the
influence coming from cables, connectors, bias tees and probes. DC current is applied
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with the use of bias tee along with the cable to the input and output of the tunable BPF to
tune the center frequency.
5.3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: BAND PASS FILTER
Figure 5.12 shows the center frequency shift of the tunable BPF. The center
frequency is 4GHz when there is no DC current being applied. As the DC current is
increased to 400mA, the center frequency moves to 4.02GHz. DC current can generate an
external magnetic field along the direction of hard axis of magnetic moment, which can
rotate M perpendicular to the wire axis and decrease the anisotropy field which can rotate
M parallel to the wire axis so that permeability of Py thin film is decreased consequently
and the total inductor of the BPF is decreased, resulting in the increment of the center
frequency of BPF. Different tunable range can also be achieved with selective pattern
conFigureurations and thickness of Py thin film.
The insertion loss of the tunable filter is large up to 6.5dB. The Py thin film can
introduce some loss due to the eddy current going through it even though we use
discontinuous patterned Py thin film and eddy current has been decreased largely.
Another part of the loss comes from the radiation loss. Due to the displacement of CPW
short stubs by CPW open stubs, the electric field in the gaps between CPW open stubs
and ground radiate to the air so radiation loss is introduced. Impedance mismatch also
contributes to the total insertion loss. There is a 0.5dB increment of insertion loss when
400mA DC current is applied. Due to the existence of the metal resistance, when DC
current is applied, the temperature of the metal will increase, which in turn augments the
metal resistance so that extra insertion loss is introduced.
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5.3.3 CONCLUSIONS: BAND PASS FILTER
A patterned Permalloy thin film enabled coplanar waveguide tunable band pass
filter has been designed and fabricated. The Permalloy thin film is patterned as slim bars
and is deposited on the top of the EBG resonators of the band pass filter. Special
configuration of parallel narrow sections of EBG resonators has been utilized to acquire a
larger tenability. The center frequency of the band pass filter is tuned only by DC current
applied to the input and out- put of the band pass filter. Frequency shift from 4GHz to
4.02GHz is obtained when DC current is increased from 0mA to 400mA, respectively.

5.4 TUNABLE RF INDUCTORS USING NANO PATTERNED PERMALLOY THIN
FILM
In this section, tunable RF meanderline inductors are designed and implemented
with nanoscale patterned Permalloy thin film for high and variable inductance density.
FMR frequency of Permalloy film is increased by creating its shape anisotropy field
through nanoscale patterning. High resistivity Si substrate is adopted to decrease the
substrate loss. Inductor is implemented with a 60nm thick Permalloy deposited on the top
of meander line, permalloy film is patterned with dimension of 440nm×10µm to increase
the shape anisotropy field which in turn increases the FMR frequency. Compared to a
meanderline inductor, the inductance density has been increased by 20% by using
patterned permalloy.
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Figure 5.13: Meander line inductor with various turns.

Measured FMR frequency is 4.51GHz without the application of any external magnetic
field. This has enabled the inductor application in the practical circuit boards where the
large external magnet is unavailable. Inductance tunability of the implemented inductor is
demonstrated by applying a DC current along the line. Applied DC current creates a
magnetic field along the hard axis which changes the magnetic moment of the thin film
and thus decreases the inductance of the line. Measured results show that the inductance
density of the inductor can be varied 5% by applying 300mA DC current, larger
inductance tunable is achievable by increasing the thickness of Permalloy film.
5.4.1 FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENT: MEANDER LINE INDUCTOR
The tunable meander line inductors with various turns were fabricated on top of
high resistivity Si substrate as shown in Figure 5.13. The thickness of the metal was
measured to be around 1µm. The width and the gap of the inductor trace was 10µm each.
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Figure 5.14: Meander line inductor with patterned Py.
The meander line inductor is kept in between the coplanar wave guide structure. This set
up was made to characterize the devices with the help of the GSG probes.
The ferromagnetic thin film Permalloy was deposited on top of the meander line
Inductors. Then the thin film was patterned to make it workable at very high frequency as

Table 5.6: Inductance, Capacitance, Impedance and Quarter Wave length of different
meander line inductors
Inductance

Capacitance

Impedance

λ/4 @ 2.5GHz

(nH/m)

(pF/m)

(Ohm)

(mm)

Line 1

2565

.326

88.70

3.46

Line 2

2888

.323

94.55

3.27

Line 3

3090

.310

99.83

3.23

Line 4

3255

.300

104.16

3.20

Line 5

3396

.292

107.84

3.17

Structure
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shown in Figure 5.14. The dimension of the Py bar is 10µm

440nm while the thickness

was 60nm. After the fabrication, the meander line inductors were characterized with the
help of vector network analyzer, ZVA 67. The bias tee was used to apply DC current to
change the value of the inductance. The same measurement set up has been used as the
Py tunable slow wave structure in Chapter 3. At first, the S-parameters were measured for
different meander line Inductor and the inductance value is extracted using the equations.

5.4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: MEANDER LINE INDUCTOR
The inductance value for various inductors with different turns is summarized in
Table 5.6. It shows that when there was only one turn, the inductance per unit length was
2565nH/m which increased to 2888nH/m, 3090nH/m, 3255nH/m and 3396nH/m with the
increase of the no. of turns. However, the change of the capacitance per unit length is
very low due to the increase of turns. The value of characteristics impedance increased
and the equivalent quarter wavelength decreased with the no. of turns as per transmission
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Figure 5.15: Measured inductance of meander line with and without Permalloy.
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Figure 5.16: Measured inductance for different DC Current application.
line theory. Figure 5.15 shows the change of inductance value for different frequency
which shows the inductance value increment from 2565nH/m to 3055nH/m at 1GHz for
the introduction of patterned Py. As the FMR frequency was observed to be around
4.9GHz, the inductance value will be higher than 2565nH/m before that frequency.
Figure 5.16 shows the change of the inductance for the application of different DC
current. The DC current has two different effects: external magnetic field along the hard
axis and Joule heating effect. Among them external magnetic field effect is dominant as
the temperature increment is very low for this meander line. The anisotropy field is
decreased as the magnetic moments deviates from the easy axis for external magnetic
field. As the anisotropy field decreases, the inductance value and the FMR frequency is
decreased as it is evident from the Figure 5.16.
5.4.3 CONCLUSIONS: MEANDER LINE INDUCTOR
A meander line Inductor using different turns has been designed, fabricated and
characterized. It shows the increment of the inductance value with the no. of turns. The
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ferromagnetic thin film, Py has been deposited and patterned on top Inductors to increase
the inductance value until the FMR frequency which was measured to be 4.9GHz. The
inductors were tuned by DC current to achieve the desired inductance value.

5.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the ferro-magnetic thin film has been utilized for different radio
frequency passive components. At first, the ferromagnetic resonance has been used to
suppress the noise at very high frequency. The effect of the Py thin film patterning on
inductance and FMR frequency has been analyzed to apply in radio frequency
components. A tunable band pass filter and meander line inductor using patterned Py
have been designed, fabricated and characterized. The loss due to the introduction of the
thin film was less than 0.3dB for all the applications.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

6.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
Tunable slow wave structures have been designed, fabricated and characterized to
demonstrate their promise applications on developing compact and multiband RF passive
components for next generation wireless communication systems. A comparative and
comprehensive study on the optimization of slow wave structures using microwave
theory and techniques have been reported. Novel techniques using defected ground
structure and different section length have been implemented along with the existed
methods to reduce the size of a quarter wavelength transmission line by 43.47% and
37.54% with minimum loss.
For the first time, Permalloy has been successfully integrated to increase and
electrical tune the inductance density value i.e. higher and tunable slow wave effect is
achieved. Applications of ferro-magnetic thin film in radio frequency applications are
restricted by the low ferro-magnetic resonance frequency and high eddy current loss,
strategy by introducing shape anisotropy adopted in this dissertation has successfully
addressed the issues. The nano-patterned Permalloy thin film has allowed the operation
until 6.3GHz, increased the inductance density by 9.32% at 4GHz and demonstrated the
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frequency tuning of 4.75% (3.81GHz to 4GHz). The micro-patterned, 200nm thick
Permalloy thin film has increased the inductance per unit length by 13% at 2GHz and
shifted the center frequency up to 10% (1.80GHz to 2GHz). The application of the
patterned Permalloy thin film kept the increment of insertion loss less than 0.3dB by
reducing the eddy current through it.
The ferro-electric thin film, PZT has also been integrated with slow wave
structures for large and electrical tunable capacitance density in the research. Py was
grown with standard sol-gel method and selectively etched to demonstrate tunable slow
wave structure. The integration of the ferro-electric thin film with coplanar waveguide
slow wave structure had the difficulties of very low electric field linkage and lack of
suitable non-conducting underneath the layer of PZT. The issues were solved by using
interdigitated capacitor (IDC) structure while choosing SiO2 as an intermediate layer. The
PZT tunable slow wave structure increased the capacitance per unit length by 36% with
the frequency tenability of 15% (1.75GHz to 2GHz).

In order to improve the slow wave effect further and to demonstrate the wider
frequency tunability, both ferro-magnetic and ferro-electric thin films have been
integrated simultaneously for the first time. The final tunable slow wave structure
decreased the quarter wavelength size from 14.86mm to 3.98mm at 2GHz while the
characteristics impedance was kept almost the same. The implemented structure can
provide 90⁰ phase shift for center frequency between 1.5GHz to 2GHz (i.e. 25%
tunability) with suitable selection of DC current and voltage, this provides the most
convenient and feasible tuning solution in a practical circuit board.
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Various RF passive components have been developed with the slow wave
structures integrated with ferro-magnetic (Py) and ferro-electric (PZT) thin films s. DC
current tunable noise suppressor has been first developed which suppress electromagnetic
noise from 4GHz to 6GHz. The suppression peak frequency is tunable with different
dimensions of Py patterns and/or external DC current. A detailed experimental study on
the inductance density and ferro-magnetic resonance frequency of Permalloy has been
performed to evaluate its potential in radio frequency applications. A frequency agile
bandpass filter has also been developed to investigate RF applications of the developed
smart slow wave structures. The center frequency of the band pass filter has been tuned
from 4GHz to 4.02GHz with 400mA DC current. Furthermore, a meander line inductor
has been implemented with a tunable inductance per unit length from 2565nH/m to
3060nH/m with DC current.

All the concepts of the slow wave structures demonstrated in this dissertation are
compatible with the other techniques available to reduce the size and multiband
operations which opens the door of further improvement by efficient integration of
different techniques. A smart unit cell (tunable slow wave structure) presented in this
dissertation can be replicated in many passive components to solve the major concerns
for upcoming wireless communication systems. Moreover, the application of the ferromagnetic and ferro-electric thin film at high frequencies can be a breakthrough solution
to next generation multiband, multifunctional applications.
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6.2 FUTURE WORKS
Future work can be categorized as two ways:

improvement of the existing

methods and extension of the work into further diverse directions. For efficient operation
of the slow wave structure, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) structures can be
used to reduce the loss [147] while a thicker metal can reduce the conductor loss. The
inductance tuning achieved by the ferro-magnetic thin film can be improved by two
ways: to increase the FMR frequency and inductance density. The increase of net
magnetic anisotropy can provide a solution to address both the issues which can be
achieved by increasing the thickness of the ferro-magnetic material but eddy current loss
will be increased. Several methods including the use of patterned thin film [117, 118, and
119] and multilayer thin film [96] can be used to decrease the eddy current loss as well as
to increase FMR frequency. In case of the multilayer ferro-magnetic thin film, a thin nonconducting layer (for example: AlN) can be used to stop the flow of current from one
layer to another. This multilayer thin film will also orient the magnetic moments along
the axis of magnetization which will increase the magnetic anisotropy. The annealing of
the film in presence of an external magnetic field can increase the magnetic anisotropy by
orienting the magnetic moments along the easy axis [61]. Ni-Fe nanowires with small
cross section areas can increase the natural FMR frequency [120, 121] also. As the
saturation magnetization (Ms) value depends on the ferromagnetic material, researchers
are now using different materials like CoNbZr, CoZrO, CoPdAlO, CoFeAlO, Fe [61, 57
and 122] etc. The CoFe can be a good candidate for ferromagnetic material as it has
higher saturation magnetization than Permalloy. All the above mentioned methods like
better material, annealing in presence of an external magnet during thin film growth,
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thicker material, multi-layer material with a thin non-conducting intermediate layer in
between them and patterning with high aspect ratio can be used together to achieve a very
high FMR frequency with wider frequency tuning range.
The thickness of the ferro-electric thin film will have to be increased to
demonstrate the wider frequency tuning. A thicker layer of PZT could not be used in this
dissertation due to the possibility of forming cracks as the sol-gel method used SiO2 as an
intermediate layer. The thickness of the PZT can be made much higher if it is grown by
sputtering or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method. The PZT crystal formed by sol-gel
method in this dissertation is polycrystalline with a preferred orientation. One of the main
reasons of that crystal orientation is the lattice mismatching with the intermediate layer,
SiO2 which is amorphous by nature. An intermediate layer whose lattice structures
closely matches with that of the PZT and which is close to single crystal can be used to
address the issue: MgO can be a potential candidate for this purpose. Thus using a better
method, a better intermediate layer and a thick ferro-magnetic material layer can result in
a very high capacitance value as well as wider tuning range.
The tunable slow wave structures using both the ferro-magnetic and the ferroelectric thin film can be used as a unit cell in many passive components like branchline
coupler, rat race coupler, filters, impedance matching networks, phase shifters etc.
Simultaneous use of the ferro-magnetic and ferro-electric material can provide three
advantages: fixed characteristics impedance, further reduced size and larger frequency
tuning range. Tunable slow wave structure enabled passive components can be integrated
in novel transceiver architectures [3-6] to further decrease the total size of the board area
in next generation communication systems.
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